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2ABSTRACT
There is a common belief that with social change family
firms are bound to disappear, and that they are necessarily
inappropriate for economic development. Does this argument correctly
reflect the reality? Are there any structural limitations in family
firms that stop them from adapting to society like large modern
organizations?
Hong Kong is now one of the modern societies in Asia;
it has a rapid economic development in the last decade. Surprisingly,
the family-owned small factories and small firms still play an
important role even in this developed society. Therefore, studying
the adaptations of the family firms under the impact of social
change may provide a useful foundation for the understanding of
the adaptational problems in the industrial and commercial organ-
izations in Hong Kong and, perhaps, other developing countries.
in this thesis, the piece-goods business in Hong Kong
has been selected as a case in which to investigate the problems
of the family firm. In-depth interviews were mainly used to collect
the first hand data. Also, observation and documents were used
to test the validity of these data.
The piece-goods business, like other commercial businesses
in Hong Kong, such as salted-fish and sea products businesses,
3cluster together, but there is not enough evidence to show that
business clustering only exists or is more advantageous in family
firms. In fact, it exists also in other trades, and also in
manufacture, both traditional and modern, in other countries; as
well as Hong Kong, and it also existed in the past.
Beyond the question of business clustering, the core
issue that the writer wants to study is the adaptational problems
of the family firms. At first, the writer will give a general
description of the features of the small family firms in the
piece-goods trade in Hong Kong. After a static analysis, the
writer will focus on the study of the impact of social change in
these last few decades and the responses by the piece-goods firms.
These matters include the inheritance problem, the problem of
employing outsiders into the firm, crisis and difficulty in piece-
goods trading and the responses by the piece-goods merchants to
cope with their problems. The merchants experience conflict,
competition and cooperation in surviving in the new environment.
Although they are eager to cope with the problems, the crises have
not obviously weakened. One reason is that the merchants themselves
cannot change the environment by their own efforts; the other
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1Chapter I. Introduction
When we read texts about economic organization,
it is easy to be misled into thinking that large firms are accepted
as speaking on behalf of industry and commerce as a whole. Such
names as General Motors, Standard Oil, United States Steel, General
Electric and du Pont, all are great enterprises with multibillion-
dollar investments, their organizational structures are the type
that Max Weber called bureaucracy. But, if we concentrate only
z
as such large concerns and neglect the small family firms, we
shall have a misleading picture of the economies of most private-
enterprise industrial societies. Gigantic, multinational companies
will not necessarily be the only ones on the horizon in the present
or the future. Small firms and family firms which can react more
quickly to change and therefore adjust more easily than big ones
may well perform an essential role in modern as well as moderniz-
ing societies by providing a significant part of the flexibility
which is necessary for successful adaptation to rapid socio-economic
and technoloozical change-
In discussions about development, too, one pre-
vailing view is that whereas advanced societies are characterized
by rational and universalistic (Max Weber' s bureaucratic) forms,
most organizations in undeveloped societies are more traditional
and particularistic., Their product is the family firm. Besides,
tradition is generally seen as a factor inimical to industrial
2growth. (1) Therefore, as social change develops in t advanced
societies, family firms are thought to be bound to disappear,
for they are necessarily inappropriate for economic development.
Does this argument correctly reflect the reality? May traditional
norms in general and family firms in particular exert a support iv(
rather than a subversive influence on industrial and commercial
growth?
In any case, it is a fact that a big number of family
firms do exist in both the advanced and underdeveloped societies.
Hong Kong, of course, is no exception. The economic structure of
Hong Kong manifests a dualistic character in that a small number
of large-scale economic establishments co-exists with a large
number of medium- and small-size establishments. A census of
manufacturing establishments conducted in 1971 revealed that 62.7%
of the manufacturing establishments in Hong Kong employed less
than 10 persons. (See Table 1 on P.3) With minor modifications,
these characterizations apply also to the commercial enterprises.
Most of these medium- and small-size firms are family business
with resources and, in many cases, personnel, pooled from the
family and other close relatives.(2) They are essentially family
units where the head of the family looks upon the operation of
the enterprise as part of his parental duties. He assumes the
responsibility for making all decisions managerial functions are
not defined and the owner-manager keeps his fingers in all the
3Table 1. Distribution of manufacturing establish-
ments analysed by number of all employees(3)
No. of establishmentsNo. of all employees Per cent of
per establishment totalas at 4.8.71.







1, 000 and over 0.258
TOTAL 26,149 100.0
%
4functional pies of management. Does the existence of family firms
in advanced societies like Hong Kong mean that they have advantage
for survival in those societies under rapid social changes? Does
family influence contradict all precepts of professional management?
Do the complexities and demands of today's business environment
make it foolish to attempt to perpetuate family influence in any
firm? Is family management contrary to the concepts of fundamental
free competition, equality of opportunity, and the best man for
the job"What are the strengths and weaknesses of the family firms?
Are family firms easy to adapt to the changing society? Are they
declining or rising in general?
A number of writers have recently dedicated their
efforts to the study of family firms. Some of them like to use
the name small firm instead of family firm. Since most small
firms are family firms, their efforts in the study of small firms
also contribute to our understanding of this subject. To cite a
few examples, Benedict and Mamdani (1968) in their unpublished
article named Family firms and economic development revealed
that family firm organization is more important in the early stages
of the growth of the firm than in the later stages. Indeed it seems
likely that role relationship in the firm must change qualitatively
if the firm is to grow. On the-economic side they attempted to
show that family firm is extremely well placed to take risk3 in
a developing and perhaps not very stable economy, that it can
make investments in the training of personnel which can hardly
be matched by public sector agencies, that it is well placed for
5raising capital, and that it provides continuity and social security
which can scarcely be matched by large private firms or enterprises
in the public sector. Sutu (1974) analyzed the importance of small
businesses in the economy and the strengths and weaknesses of the
growth of small businesses. He pointed out that ownership and.
management are two different things, and that anyone who attempts
to manage a business without knowing the techniques is bound to
make mistakes which may entail failure just being the owner is
not going to make one necessarily a successful manager. At the
same time, owners of family firms inevitably want to maintain
their own full control, so they are usually not willing either
to accept outsider managers or capital participation by third
parties, while their financial problems are often increased because
their fund requirements being generally small and their business
unstable, commercial banks are reluctant to advance money to small
enterprises. Till es (1970) talked about the internal strategies of
family firms, discussed the organization necessary in the future,
and argued that each firm should do something about its survival
immediately. The importance of his survival strategy is that it
outlines what each firm can do with its own resources today.
Levinson (1971) examined some of the more difficult underlying
psychological elements in operating family business and suggested
some ways of coping with them. Stanworth Curran (1973) presented
the material from a series of in-depth studies of a sample of small
businesses in the printing and electronic industries in Britain.
6The principal concern of the research is the small businessman's
social role and the interrelationships of that role with the firm
as a continuing social entity with the wider society. It provides
considerable insight into the growth pains of small businesses
and especially the ways in which these are related to the motivat-
ional patterns of the small businessman. Boswell (1972) made a
comprehensive analysis to argue whether the small firms are rising
or declining in the advanced societies, will special reference
to the United Kingdom.
The above studies are all concerned with Western
societies. Turning to Hong Kong and elsewhere we find that Chau
(1969) gave a general picture of family firm management in Hong
Kong. He considered that Confucian and Chinese cultural influences
obstruct the development of new forms of management. Since there
are no national economic development plans in Hong Kong and the
Government has a generally laissez-faire policy, it is probably
true that Hong Kong is the only place left in the world where
the principles of Adam Smith are practised and effective, he added,
Lau (1977) found in a survey that both modern and traditionalistic
elements co-exist in the managerial ideology of the Chinese
employers and managers. Ward (1972) using a fieldwork approach
gave an insightful scrutiny of.the internal organization of a
small factory in Hong Kong. She argued that organization was
essentially rational, being dictated primarily by technological
and economic constraints and that the elements of particularism
7that existed in the factory were a function, on the one hand,
of its small size and, on the other hand, of a conscious application
of what the management considered to be a specifically rational
and Chinese personalisation of human relationships in the work
situation. In a rather similar way, Khalaf and Shwayri (1966)
used a Lebanese case to see the family firms and industrial
development. They revealed that some of the traditional norms and
practices need not, as is often charged, be inimical to industrial
growth. Indeed, the proposition was advanced that, given some of
the salient features of the industrial and socio-cultural environ-
ment, family firms have exerted a positive effect on industrializat-
ion in the Lebanon.
However, whether dealing with Western or non-Western
examples, most of the above studies have concentrated upon manu-
facturing rather than commercial firms. Although, of course, the
role of the family firm in Hong Kong's industries is highly
significant (see P.2), it is probably even more significant in
commerce. Indeed, one of the most striking features of Hong Kong's
economy has always been that it was not only dominated by import-
export business but also that the vast number of import-export
businesses has never been fully recordable because the huge majority
of them are, and always have been, small family business. This
is not surprising, but it is surprising that there seem to have
been almost no study of these family commercial businesses.
8The people of Hong Kong are Chinese in origin and
as such are in inheritors of a 5,000 year long- traditional culture
that emphasized scholastic achievement,. literary attainment, and
artistic endeavour, and despised trade. It is not surprising that
traditionally oriented Chinese scholars did not study family
commercial business but one would have expected modern social
scientists to have done so. One of the strongest aspects of Chinese
culture has always been that perfection was sought in the past,
in traditional management forms, and experimentation into new
forms was discouraged. One would therefore expect that Chinese
family firms would be very traditional yet they have survuved
and apparently flourished in a rapidly developing and industrial-
izing economy and under a laissez-faire government policy which
has not interfered with them but allowed them to run their own
lines. Prima facie this looks an interesting situation. What are
the features of these presumably traditional Chinese commercial
firms that have enabled them to survive throughout the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries? Or what are the features of the environ-
ment in Hong Kong that have made their survival possible? For
reasons which it would be interesting to study but do not concern
us here, studies of development tend to concentrate more upon
industry and production than upon commerce and distribution,
although at the same, time every developing country (and every
advanced country too) is dependent upon trade. Hence study of the
impact of social change upon family commercial businesses and
their adaptation in the successful economic transformation of
Hong Kong may be of more than merely local significance.
9The piece-goods business is selected by the writer
for the study of this subject. The piece-goods business is one
of the oldest businesses in Hong Kong, having lasted for more
than 6 decades, but in recent years, the popularity and cheapeness
of the ready-made garments have caused the decline of the local
piece-goods market. Yet, surprisingly, the greatest piece-goods
cluster in Sham Shui Po has been expanding rapidly in the last
5 years. How do we interpret this phenomenon? Is the piece-goods
business declining in general? Can we find a development pattern
in family firms? What are the strengths and weaknesses of the
family firms? Is their adaptational ability great enough to cope
with the crises they face? Is there any inheritance problem in
the family firm? What is the result if non-family members are
recruited? All these are the questions the writer wants to study
through this thesis.
There are 3 aspects in this study of the piece-goods
firms as family firms. One is to study the business clustering
phenomenon in the piece-goods business. Since the piece-goods
business is one of the trades with a clustering phenomenon, does
business clustering necessarily exist in family firms or are
family firms more suitable for the existence of business clusters?
Anyhow, the piece-goods firms are mostly family firm and they
cluster together. Does clustering reinforce the degree of
competition and make the businessmen adapt to the environment.
Does it reflect the weakness of the family firms? The other is
10
to study the piece-goods firms as family firm and their adaptional
problems. The third aspect is to study the environmental change
and the responses of the piece-goods merchants in trading to
show their adaptational capacity.
In the following chapters I shall discuss each of
these aspects, beginning with the phenomenon of business cluster-
ing (Chapter II). It was this feature of the piece-goods trade
that first attracted me to its study. Although it is only one
example of business clustering among many others in Hong Kong,
it is a particularly conspicuous one, and one which provides
one of the best known tourist shopping areas, for example in
Li Yuen Street East and Li Yuen Street West on Hong Kong island.
Similar clusters around Wing On Street, Wing Rut Street and
Jervois Street have a long history, and new clusters have developed
in the last 10-20 years in Kowloon (in Sham Shui Po and near
Jordan Road). My interest having been caught by these examples
of business clustering, which are illustrated in the maps and
photographs accompaning this dissertation, I then decided to
follow up the initial explotatio which had resulted in locating
the above clusters with more intensive field work. The findings
in chapter II contain the results of this first stage of my enquiry.
Discussing clustering with some of my informants in the piece-goods
trade, I found myself drawn almost inevitably into more detailed
discussions about the organization of their businesses in general
11
and as all of them are small firms and the great majority are
family firms this led me further into the study of family commercial
business. The results of this part of my research form the subject
matter of chapters III, IV and V below. In the concluding chapter
I present two tentative "models" of the social processes at work
in these firms, the first referring to the various possible
stages of development of a piece-goods firm in Hong Kong, the
second demonstrating the possible cycles of development or collapse
in family firms in the same business. Both "models" refer to the
situation as it exists at the present time. Finally, I attempt
to make some generalizations about the role of family businesses
in modernizing societies and the probability or otherwise of their
continued existence in the future.
The dissertation is based almost entirely on my own
fieldwork, which was carried out over a period of seven months
between July 1979 and February 1980. Some details of the fieldwork
and the methods I followed are discussed in Appendix 1.
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Chapter II. Business clustering as a common phenomenon in the
piece-goods business
A. Definition
The first thing that caught my attention about the
piece-goods business in Hong Kong was the way in which the
companies like clustering together. This system is usually
called business clustering. In Chinese, we called it ch' eng
hang ch'eng shih(. "Hang" and Shin both mean
a street or block occupied by merchants dealing in a particular
specialism. (4) Hang also means an association of merchants
with common interests. Shih can also mean a, business district
in general, and a fair where stalls nre arranged according to
their kinds of goods.
B. Business clus terin. as the common r :enornenon
Of course, business clustering is not a device
invented by the-Hong Kong piece-goods merchants. In the past,
one old and experienced piece-goods merchant told me, there were
piece-goods clusters in the Upper Nine Road( 上几路）
Kung Fok Road() in Canton in China too. Clustering
is a well-known feature of many other societies besides Hong
Kong and China. The names of the streets of the City of London
to-day indicate that any of them were once the sites of
commercial clusters (e.g. the Poultry, Cornmarket Street,
Butchers' Row, Pudding Lane, Ironmonger Lane) and similar street
names are found in many other towns in Britain and continental
13
E urope . T he same kind of phenomenonis found in J apan and I ndia .
M oreoverit is not a matter that belongsonly to the pa t . L ondor
to - day has modern commercialclusters for example , electronic
goods are sold in T ottenhamC ourt R oad , bons in C haring C ross
R esod , exclusivefashionsand jewelry in B ond S treet and cheaper
ones in O xford S treet . S imilar examplesof modern commercial
clusteringare reported from other parts of the world , in advanced
as W ell as in developingcountries. ( 5 )
O ther examplesof commercialclusteringin H ong K ong
are the salt - fish and sea - productclusters, rice trade clusters,
timber clusters , C hinese medicine clusters , jade clusters , gold
ands jeee rti : clusters, dentistsclustersand so on . I f we examine
these tr - des , we shell discoverthat they all have a long history
in H ong K ong , but if we concludethat businessclustersare more
com - ron in traditionaltrades than odern trades , we shall be
makinga wrongjud ent . T he newly formed" F ood S treet " in
C ausewayB ay ( a whole street occupiedby differentkinds of
restaurants) , the restaurantcluster in L ochart R oad of C auseway
B ay and the fr ' shion shop and boutiqueclustersin the shopping
centresat the downtownsf both H ong K ong and K ow • , locn are good
I n short , businessclusteringis not a unique
phenomenonthat exists in the piece - - goods businessin H oeg K ong .
I t exist - . also in other trades, both traditionaland rnode _ rn , and
in other countries: and it also existedin the na . s t .
counter exampoes to challenge the statement
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C . W hy do the piece - goodsfirm clusterto etner r
B usiness clustering is not a compulsorymeasure
made by the governmentin fact , it happenednaturally. I f
someone thinks that he can make more profit in another area
and movesout from the cluster, he can do so . A t the same
time , if someonefulfils the requirementsto open a X iece - goods
firm , he can also move into the clusterif he wishes. H ence ,
businessclusteringis not a result of the work of town
planners nor the efforts of a few merchantsthemselves,
N evertheless, I am not saying that town plannersor the other
factors have not any influence on the situation external
factors do reinforce the decline or growth of the clusters .
I n understandingthe reasons for firms clustering
together, the sii : plest way is to ask the r _ . eoule in the clusters
directly . I n their answers, we can understandtheir own
understandingabout why they act this way , that is , clustering
together. B ut as to whethertheir answersare enough to
understandthe real situation, the answer is " no " I t depends
on the degreeof a . rv ar . enessof the peoplethemsel. 7 es . T he
education they received also influences their degree of aware -
ness . S ince the succr ' ss of an action may be causedby unexpected
events , after the success of an action , the individualmay repeat
it and form a habit out of it . T hen , some followersamy imitate
him . I f they can succeedtoo , they may simply take this action
ar n ri M hti si nn and notskhythey have sii c ' P - _
This is what one Chinese says Some people sit under the tree
to wait for the rabbit if they picked one up by luck
In this story, the man has caught a rabbit which
ran into a tree by accident. Then, th- t man believed that he
could be so lucky again if he waited under the tree. If you
ask him why he Bits there, he mii-,ht answer, this has brought
me luck. He may know how to do it, but he may not know the
resons why he has to do it this way (知其然，不知其所
When his attempt is unsuccessful any longer, he may
try another channel. This what we call the trial and error
process. For t h_ese reasons, the 'insiders' explanations axe
not enough for an understanding of the whole picture outsider's
interpretations are needed to clarify the explanations further.
When I asked the piece--goods merchants wny they
,:ere clustering together, several of then: in different ages and
selling different products ans,•,:ered strai--,htforwardly and
said, Because of the existence of clustering
we need to follow this trend if we want to succeed. They,
in fact, have rot answered the question. When I asked them
why t,ey could succeed. after following this trend, they could
not ans\ier my question satisfactorily. They believed that
business clustering has more advantages than disadvantages and
did not know the real reaftons for the need to follow the trend.
From the previous answers, I feel that one of the
social psycholo.'ical factors is the firm belief in business.
（ 守
株 待 兔 ）
以 然 ） .
（ 成 行 成 市 ）
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clustering. This belief is a consquence of cultural influences.
They just follow the tradition which has been used in China for
a long time. It helps the individuals to make dicisions in
treir choice of location of their firms. However, this is not
a determining factor, it only makes the individual's confident.
In addition, the location of ethnic groups may also
be a factor in business clustering. For example, Chinese
immigrants like to open Chinese restaurants in the China-towns
of forei6n countries. Because the Chinese like to work in the
China-town, s, Chinese restaurant clusters are formed convenientl
in those areas. In the case of the piece-goods trade, however,
no such factor is found. The piece-goods clusters in both Hong
Kong and Kowloon do not coincide with the central districts of
the ethnical groups concerned, (na-mely Shun Tak ceople and
Chung Shan people).
It is sometimes the c^se that business clustering
may be the conscuence of gobernment policies. For example,
tanners cleared from Sheungshui in 1976 to make way for
development of the area are forced tore-establish themselves
in the offensive trades zone in Kwaichung. Hence, the cluster
of tanners in Kwai chung is obviously caused by the regulations
about this trade. In the piece-goods business, no such situation
is found.
17
Perhaps, since the above factors are not enough
for an interpretation of the piece-goods clustering phenomenon,
the economic point of view may be a. help, since the piece-goods
business is a kind of money-making tr aa.de, if the merchants
cannot earn their expected profits when located in the clusters,
they may move out to other suitable areas fearing that they
cannot survive the competition with the same or related trades
and that they may be eliminated.
From this standpoint, we are concerned with the
costs and benefits of clustering.
First, the concentration of the piece-gcods companies
were natural and. not planned in Sheung Wan, Central District,
Sham Shui Po and Jordan District. When they had became fairly
large clusters and had grown for a certain time, these places
may have become identified and regarded by other people as the
suitable place for this trade. These unstructured clusters may
then attract the newcomers to move in, and when they follow this
trend. it reinforces the rapid expansion of he clusters.
Moreover if the clusters are forned and have a long
history, customers know about them and where each business is
centered. when they need to buy piece-roods, they will euto-
matically go to these clusters. Hence, the very concentration
of these clusters may lead to more business than separating
into different areas. When a firm attracts customers to visit
it, the customers will usually vi it other firms in the cluster.
Thus, whatever publicity ther is about any one firm in the cluster
will benefit the whole cluster. By coming together, the firms
gain in visibility, and the cluster as whole can provide more
variety to suit the different needs of different customers
than any single firm can. It will, therefore, attract many
more customers to the area than when there are only a few firms.
The potential market is much larger and so the individual firms
can enjoy a larger share of the market. Also, by clustering
together, the firms reduce cost in attracting customers. Adver-
tising to promote their goods may be not necessary.
'1'ne piece-goods Uuslrles:: is uepenuerl L on personal
contact. If the piece-goods companies concentrate at the same
places, it V 74i-11 save the time of the buyers in the same trade
or closely related trades. They will have more opportunity to
make comparisons. Thus, small and unstable companies will face
keen competition for their ow-m survival. But the well-developed
campanies are not afraid of this competition. They can further
maintain their advantages through this competition. The Chinese
saying Genuine fold is not affected by red-hot furnace fire
and We do not care if you compare
( 真 金 不 怕 紅 □ 火 ）
our goods with other goods but we do mind t !_os e who cannot
distinguish good stuff from bad(
car, explain the reason of clustering to a certain extent.
Because they provide more freedom for the customers to compare




clever choice. If the company is selected by the customers
after careful comparison, they will believe that it is a good
company. When a good reputaticn is built up, their trade will
be smoothv rising.
Another effect of clustering is the higher accessi-
bility of competitors' information. The firms can, therefore,
keep themselves informed of the latest developments. This sim-
-plif ies i is ions such as price setting and the kinds of goods
to be bought in. This, of course, also means th-:t it is more
diff 'cult for firms to keep their own information secret.
Besides, w.,hen the cluster is formed, the separate piece-goods
firms might want to move in. Then the sup ly and demand of
shots may not be in balance. Then, the rent or land -rice of
these areas may rise. It will then, further prevent the small
companies f roar: surviving.
According to Leerning's argu gent (6) clustering
provides the condition for high closing rates (the termhigh
death-rates was used by Leeming) of business, and the businesses
most prone to failure are those, i th inadequate reasourcep. or
weak business backi_:-ir or both. In cont-r tit, the data collected
from my in-depth interviews with the old -,nd experienced piece-
goods r^ercr1-T ts show that no high closice rete was or is found
oods business due to the stability-oriented tradingin the piece-8
style. In order to decrease the come tit on, the sc-called rules
19
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of the trade ( 行 規 ) appear informally. That is, the
piece-goods merchants who are selling the same kinds of goods
avoid visiting each other if possible, in order to keep their
commercial secrets.
In opposition to tie benefits, it is obvious that
clustering has immense disadvantages in the keen competition
among firms which I have just mentioned above Thus whether
clustering is beneficial or not depends on the balancing of
those opposite factors. In general, a businessman has two options
in choosing a location for his firm. Either he joins a cluster
(assuminEr, that the clusteralready exists), thus sharing a larger
target population with his competitors, or he establishes his
firm in isolation, thriving on a smaller target population
which he more or less rnonoplizes. Which option is more profitable
depends greatly on his own economical condition.
There are 4 piece goods .firm owners that the writer
interviewed who run their firms outside the piece-goods clusters.
One is a big and reputable firer. Treat capital.
Mary Chinese banks like to lean money to it at no guaranty.
Besides, because the shop space is owned by the piece-grods
firm owner, expenditure is lessened (no rent to pay), under
this condition, it is not necessary for it to join: a cluster
and it can still earn a good profit. Besides, isolation in
one area can help keep the commercial secrets.
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Two of the other cases are less successful firms.
Their owners did know the advantages of clustering together
but could not afford the high rent in the cluster. Hence, they
were forced to establish their firms in isolation, relying on
a small target population which they more or less monopolize.
The fourth case is a piece-goods merchant who uses
his own residence outside the clusters as part of his storehouse
and rents a log:-priced area in Yuen Long as storehouse. He
himself always goes to the piece-goods clusters to contact the
piece-goods merchants. Although his company is separated from
the piece-goods clusters, due to his connections in the clusters
he gets the same real benefits as the firms which are located
there.
In short, whether to join the clusters or not depends
on the special economic conditions of the individual firms.
Not all the firms outside the clusters are less well off than
the insiders. In general, most piece-goods interviewees
believe that clustering is ^etter than isolation for the viece-
goods firms in general. In addition, the built-in difficulties
of esta.blishin a new niece-goods firm* (for details, please
see below p.gg-p.93) prevents the rapid exrans? on of the clusters.
The old companies may keep their profit a -k.. a steadily rising
rate. When some of the less stable companies have had draw-
backs after keen competition, their degree of ex.=nsion mey slog:
down too. When the closing rate has risen to a certain extent,
the rest of the companies may get more benefit because the trade
of some of the closed companies will be taken by the remaining
companies. As a result, the latter's profit is increased. When
they get more profit, they will lure newcomers to open new
companies there. As a relult, keen competition may develop
again. Unfortunately, e lack a detailed name list of the
piecegoods firms in the long-established cluster areas. (Say,
Wing On Street, Wing Kut Street, and Jervois Street). According
to Leeming's data(7) there were 26 piece-goods firms in Jervois
Street in 1927 and 28 of them there in 1940. Up to now, the
number of piece-goods firms that has not increased but reduced
to 22 only. Since we only know the number of the firms but do
not know whether the now companies have replaced the old ones,
the l p hes is cannot be confirmed or falsified under this
limit data.. A further investigation is needed by the other
scholars.
No matter what, no monopoly phenomenon is found in
those business clusters*( The reasons discussed below in
detail on p. 7.5) Every piece-goods company has its ov,n
customers and trading style, if one company is closed for any
special reason, tl.e others will not rent the shop space, becausE
most firms have limited capital and are already operating up to
their limits. -.irther expansion would probably lead to dirnini-
shing return. Moreover, they need to pay the high rent of the
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shop space. The customers of the former company may patronize
the new companies opened by the salesmen of the folded shops.
Hence, it is very difficult to get the old customers. For these
reasons. no monopoly phenomenon is found.
D. Technoloical change and business clustering
Modern technology improves communications and trans-
port facilities which are important to business development.
The use of telephones makes better the overall communications.
Improved tra_rs rrortation enables customers to come from all over
Hong Kong and increases the flow of goods in and out of the
business firms. All these technological changes shorten the
physical distance and are likely to lessen the si .nificance of
the location of business firms. In addition, trading has alreadly
been centralized informally in one place in-the past f eww years.
From 11.00 am to 2.00 pm on weekdays on the second floor of
) in Pei Ho Street of Shamthe Fook Loi Tea House
Shui Po, there are many piece-goods buy.-ers, brokers and owners
trading there. In fact, one could say that where their firm s
are located is not important if they can trade directly through
personal contact in the tea house.
However, it will see m$' that such improved accessibi-
lity of the firms and increased flow of._ oods have had a rather
small impact on the clustering of the tr :ditional trades so fpr. (8)
One reason is that the people do not wart to move their piece-
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goods shops out of the original clusters. The other reason
is that personal contact is still important for credit, for
gaining information and so on, and the lunch time meetings still
go on. Such meetings, though they may well take place just out-
side the area, where the cluster is, cannot take place very far
away or people just would not spend tire Doing there. Even
though business may be done partly, or even larcely, in the
teahouse it is likely that the chosen teahouse will be quite
near the majority of the firm (in fact, ook Loi Tea House is
near the Sham Shui Po piece-goods cluster), and that still
implies some sort of clustering. Thus while wholesale end
retail traders may well both cluster, their reason of clustering
may be quite different. From the writer's data, it shows that
wholesale business, (especially the Sham 'hui Po piece-goods
wholesale traders) as different from the retail business, and
impart and export business, is mostly done in the teahouse.
In fact, the wholesalers in Sheung Wan and Central District
are less likely to trade through this channel. They like to
use brokers and shop-to-shop salesmen to sell their goods to
their buyers. Of course, a great deal of the i, oort side of
piece-goods wholesalers' busines is actu-olly carried out over-
seas, not in the teahouse or the clustered shots but in, sa_y,
Japan or Korea.. What about export? pron my data I ganthen that
exporting is not done in the same way. That is, the shot o hers
do not themselves usually ,That in, the slan ovnern
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their customers are, but contact them by agents or by mail or
telegraph etc. The agent part of this sort of business could
very well be done (in great part at least) in the teahouse.
In retailing, retailers must usually have shops in which to
display their goods attractively especially if their customers
are private individuals.
Under the above co is iderration, we are not surprised
that such improved accessibility of the firms and increased
flow of goods have had a rather small impact on the whole
piece-goods clustering so far.
E. The place, time, and reasons for the existing piece--goods
clusters
In all there are three piece-goods clusters
established on the Hong Kong and Kowloon sides of the harbour.
These are the piece-gcods cluster on the edge of Sheung Wan
and Central District, the Sham Shui Po piece-goods cluster and
the piece-goods cluster in Jordan District of Yau Ma Tei
(Figures 1,7 and 8 , p.27,38 & 43). The following paragraphs
give a brief descriptive account of each.
i) Development of the piece-goods cluster on the edge of
Sheun Wan and Central District
The first cluster was formed in the 1920's. It
included Jervois street, Wing Kut Street,Wing On Street and
Li Yuen Street East and West. To-day there are 22 piece-goods
companies in Jervois Street, 7 in Wing Kut Street, 40 in Wing
On Street, 7 in Li Yuen Street East and 4 in Li Yuen Street
West (See Fig.1, p.27 and illustrations on Appendix5, p.183).
In Jervois Street, no retailing comp?n i es are found
`!'hey are all wholesaling companies. They also sell every kind
od-fabrics but have fewer suit fabrics.I
In 1„'ing Kut Street, Ming On treet ^nd Li Yuen Stree
' Est and .=Yes t, all the shops are retailers but soT.Ie of them sell
wholesale as well. In Wing On Street and Ku t Street, they
sell fabrics for suits and Shirts. In Li Yuen Street st and
West, they sell womens fashion fabrics.
Up to the 19,20's, the major function of Hong Kong
was to transfer goods to other places. that tine, t e Chinese
dewnto-Yrn area was Sheung ,,%an, (refer to 4- Tai Ping
Shea?'` Street, Bonham t? and, Bonham Strand ':est, ,V`in J Lok street,
Jervois Street, Des Voeux Road West and ueen's Road .es t were
mainly occupied by export-import companies() which had
business clusters to sell rice, salt-fish iid sea rroducts,
Chinese medicine, jewelry and gold, and piece-ands,The above
trades liked to concentrate on the esed stdet this business
clustering phenomenon gave the unofficial ri,rne of am Pa.. Hong
in that anea. Nam means south, Pak maanorth
and Hong means companies. It means that the companion there


























*(Number in bracket indicates no. of shops in
that particular section of street.)
Figure 1. Distribution of the niece-goods companies
:i_n Sheung 'fan and Central District
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were mainly engaged in the business oz transl erring goons I rom
north to south and from south to north. At that time, if people
wanted to buy fabrics, they would go to Jervois Street, Wing
Kut Street or Wing On Street. Why did- the piece-goods companies
concentrate on these streets? The answer is: the piece-goods
business was a traditional trade .nd the goods were mainly
imported from or exported to China. The Chinese name of Jervo i s
Street is
So Chow and Hon Chow
were the famous places that produced silk, and fabrics. Thus
the name shows where most of the piece-goods in Jervois Street
came from.
In the early colonial years, the Chinese and the
British (and other Europeans) were segregated. The Chinese
could only do business in the area west of Pottinger Street.
The area around the Wing Lok Wharf
became the central business district of t he Chinese community.
This was where the Nam Pak Hong trades flourished then and
they are still largely located there. ( See, Figures
on n.30 for the location of Hong Kong, the placement of
Sheung Wan, Central District, Shum 'Shui Po and Yau Ma Ti 2-rd
the former Chinese "downown" area. in Sneung.' an. )
This area was so developed bec=use these streets were
near the harbour where snips and lighters from China moored
at the Wing Lok Wharf (See Fig.4 o n p.31). ven today, we
( 蘇 州 ）SOmeans "So Chow"" 蘇 “街 ”杭蘇
and " 杭 " (Hon)means "Hon Chow" ( 杭 州 ） ，
（ 永 樂 碼 頭 即 三 角 碼 頭 ）
2NC RNCOOE STRING OF THE PICTURF 4-CORNER CODE CLASS
1 2 4 1 6 3 1 9 3 11 3 15 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 22
2 2 4 3 6 2 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 3 2 15
3 2 4 3 3 6 1 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 3 1 17
4 2 4 3 3 9 3 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 3 3 15
5 3 5 2 1 6 3 9 3 11 2 13 0 0 0 0 3 1 1 3 2
6 5 2 4 1 6 3 1 9 3 14 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 10
7
5 2 3 2 6 1 9 3 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 1 0
8 2 5 2 4 3 9 3 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 3 3 15
9 5 2 4 3 6 1 2 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 1 0
10 2 2 4 1 6 1 2 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 13
11 2 4 1 6 1 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 22
12 3 2 4 3 6 3 0 3 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 3 3 15
13
3 5 2 6 3 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 3 0
14 3 2 1 4 2 6 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 32
15 2 4 1 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1
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Figure 3 . General map of urban Hong Kong showing
place - names , the placementof Sheung
Wan , CentralDistrict4 _ Shun Shui Po and
Yau Ma Ti where the piece - goods clusters
are located
Hong Kong is a territory as a whole . It includesthe Hong
Kong Island , Kowloon Peninsulaand the New Tew Territories.
The urban Hong Kong is narhed Victoria officially . In this
thesis , the Hong Kong side means Victoria , and the Kowloon
side means Kowloon Peninsula. )
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Key
(1) Wing Lok Wharf (3) Bonham Strand (5) Jervois Street (7)Wing On Stroet (9)Li Yuen Street West
(2) Queen's Road West (4) Bonham Strand West (6) Wing Kut Street (8) Pottinger Street (10)Li Yuen Street East
Figure 4. Street map of Sheung Wan and Central District, showing the location of













Reclamations since 1963 North Point
and in progress
TsimshatsuiSaiyingpun Quarry Bayi RBOTo
Kennedy iyuemunCauseway Bay ShaukiwarTown
Victoria Wanchai
HONG KONG ISLAND
Figure 5- Marine rec,lamati ons in urban Hong Kong showin main ni stiorlc jla c l 1 y .
Based on a man in Annual Report,1963,Po20-21}
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reclamation
can find many lighters and coolies at the wa ierT ronz oi bneung
Wan. The area provided a handy site for building, a pier for
lighters, and flat land was also available in the area around
it(9). This transportational advantage was crucial for the
Nam Pak 'long trade and the nearby area because it was mainly
china trad
Fellowine racial aesegregraLlon, tine unlnese sere
admitted to the European section and the central business district
shifted slowly eastward due to better road transporati on and
Droximity to other services. I.eanwhile, the function of Hong
Kong as an entrez-1o t Port disappeared after the American boycott
policies towards China in the 1950's. Hence, the geogra hi c l
adv2ntage of Jervois 'street, Wing Kut Street and '.ling On Street
vanished. Thus, the land price in this area would not soar
too high to pull the niece-goods trade out. Also, the most
-profitable trades life banks and departme-it stores prefered to
trade in the central business district. For these two reason-,
the shops in Sheung 'SI n were not replaced by other more profitable
ones,
Although the googtaphien advanaages of the abovlt sh the go graphical ady
mentioned streets have di s.ppeered, they,' e not very f r from
the new central business district. This is a further rr.a. on
why some of the big piece-goods firms -.re still there. 11-1




analysis, only the big and successful piece-goods companies
like to stay there because of the proximity to the storehouses,
the main offices of the banks and shipping companies, the tele-
graph centre, export and import companies, and other commerical
centres which they need for their services. It is certainly
true that although this piece-goods cluster still in. Sheung
dan, the number of firms is decreasing gradu-.lly. According
to Leeming's data (P-5.7, Leeming, 1977), there were 26 piece-
goods firms. in Jervois Street in 1927 and 28 of them there in
1940. Up to no: the number of piece-goods firms has not increased,
rather it is now edueed toonly 22
demolished in 1,78. Some of the piece-goods storehouses in
Sheung War_ were also redeveloped as --residential and commercial
buildings. In response to the shortage of buildings and
the redevelopment of the city, many land owners in Jervois S tree
and Wing Kut Street also sold their old buildings at high land
prices for redevelopment. 'T'hese dicisi.ons forced some of the
piece-goods firms there to :hove out. In addition to the va.n is hi
of some advantages that existed before and the rapid rise of len
prices and rents thee, there is the p ienomenon that many piece
goods merchants lost interest in re-opening their firrr:s= fter
the demolition of their old buildings-..
Surprisingly, the buildings in ging on strees have
owing to reclametion work, the wing Lok Wharf was
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not obviously changed trades though the land price is very
high. Only the shops in Des Voeux Road Central and Queen's
Road Central on either side of across Wing On Street have been
replaced by other trades. In Wing On Street itself all the
shops are still occupied by the Niece-gcods companies. The
maor reason is the restrictions imTosed b the government.
According to two piece-goods merchants, one in i,J-ring
On Street and one in Wing Kut S ureet, the west side of SYWIring On
Street ^nd the east side of Gilman Street are already planned
by the government to be redeveloped as a city lung in future.
Hence, no private redevelopment applications are accepted.
Before they are forced to-move when the redevelopment period
begins, none of piece-goods merchants who pay low rents there
now are willing to move out voluntarily. The east side of the
Wing On Street is allowed for private development. CA-,ring to
the narrowness of the street, building of very high buildings
there will not be possible. In addition, the shops there have
only 400 sq. ft. for one unit. Under the current building
ordinance, all new buildings can only use 55/ of their total
area to build the upper floors(10). If an existing shop there
were to be rebuilt by its current owner merchant, only 220 se.
ft. of one unit will be left.Thus, for redevelopment it will
be necessary for the land owners to cooperate and provide a
bigger area for redevelopment otherwise, the investment is
almost useless. However, because the land (shops) in this
35
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street belongs to different owners, cooperation in redevelop-
ment is not so easy. In these circumstances, these more than
30-year-old buildings are likely to stay there and the piece-
goods companies on the east side of this street need not move
out in tthe near future.
Meanwhile, following the shift of the main business
area to Central District, some piece-goods retailers opened their
firms in the prosperous shopping streets there--the famous Li
Yuen Streets East andWest. Since Li Yuen Streets East and lest
have always been the core area for the tcurists and are also
the place for buying clothes and related goods at bargain prices,
so they are suitable for the piece-goods retailers. Ho w,wever,
owing to the redevelopment of these streets, some of them have
now,, moved their piece-goods firms to the already formed piece-
goods cluster in Sham Shui Po a few years ago. As a result,
only 11 piece-goods firms (all with exceptionally good financial
foundations) now remain in Central District--7 in Li Yuen Street
East. and 4 in Li Yuen Street test.
ii) The forming of the niece-goods cluster in Sh.m Shui Po
The second piece-ggods cluster located in Jham Shui
Po was formed about 10 years ago. This Noes not mean th?.t no
piece-goods companies there have more than 19 years history
hem have existesthere. In fact, some of have d for more thar twenty
year, but the number of piece-goods was not big
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enough to form a piece-goods cluster at that time.
Nowadays, the Sham Shui Po cluster includes 282
piece-goods companies altogether. They a._?e distributed in Apliu
Street, Yu Chan Street, Ki Lung Street, Tai Nam Street, ',-,'ong
]huk Street and Shek Kip Iviei Street (See Figure7 on p.38 for
letailed distribution of the companies in this area).
In. contrast to the cluster in Sheung `an and Central
District, the piece-goods cluster in Sham Shui Po is purely for
wholesaling, since they sell mainly stock fai rics so the amount
of wholsaling is much smaller than that of the Sheung wan piece-
goods cluster in general.
In Sheunz iWlan, the niece--goods cluster is nepr --he
pier where the goods r-re imported. The piece--goods cluster in
Sham Shui Pc is near the place where the goods go out. In TM,onE
Kok and C: eung Sha Wan there are many small gzrmen t factories
which are their customers. Also, a cart of te Hong Kong made
fabrics from the textile factories in Cheung Sha. Wan ire sold
to the Sham Shui Po cluster. Because they are located so near
the places of origin and destiny, they c-nly i eed a little time
to transport their Foods.
Although the piece-g.'- Dods cluster in Shari Shui Po
lacks the advant :ges of the proximity to the ctorehouses, -rain
offices of the b-riks, s!-hipping. cr,--tp:':-iies, telegrarh centre,
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export and import companies, and commercial centre which they
need their services, in contrast to the piece-goods merchants
in Jervois Street, nevertheless, 80% of them buy directly their
goods from foreign countries. Thus, it is clear that they do
not mind having these inconveniences whrit they enjoy is the
proximity of their customers.
On the other hand, owing to the competition of the
niece-goods merchants themselves and the general rapid rise of
land. prices in Hong Kong, the land price and rent in the cluster-
ing area have been raised to an una.ccer table level. This, in
fact, discourages the newcomers from opening piece-Goods firms
there. Consaucccntly, it protects the interests of the shops that
stay behind by giving them very few new competing shops.
Besides, some of them are also olviners of the shop spaces which
they purchased at a very low price at an earlier time. Thus,
high land prices and rents have not had any effect on them.
"Once these streets had already formed a new niece--
goods cluster, some of the ierchants on the Hong Kong side of
the harbour have gradually opened their Diece-goods compare es
there too. r ollowing, are some cases reflecting the trend:--
(Case 1)
Tom. Lee ran a pholeseli nj Jervci: ^ee:
his partners. Ten years a£Jo he open d new ccrii rn Y in Jhe S amj




T•rr. Wong was a piece-goods retailer in ing On Street many years
ago. Following the success of his business, he moved the compny
to the newly formed piece-goods cluster in Sham Shui ro and
changed his business from that of retailing to wholes-ling.
(Case 3)
Mr. Ip hod a piece-goods retailing compeny Yuen Street
East twenty years ago. Due to the presrlerity of the Shari Shui
Po piece-goods cluster, he opened one piece-goods wholesaling
company there many rears ago and still runs the retailing
company in Li Yuen street, Nast.
(Case 4)
Tor. Lee had a piece-goods retailing company in Li Yuen Street
East. Because of the success of his comrany, he opened 3 other
companies too. One was a piece-goods wholesal _ng ccmp=:ny in
fashifashion boutique in CausewaySham Shin Po, the second was
Bay. The third newly opened. comra.ny in the other new piece-
goods cluster in the Jordan District of tau Na Tei.
iii The forminm of the piece-moodsolunter in jorden District
of Yau Ma Tei
The third and the neweet piece-goodn cluater was
the newest
established five years ago. It includes 19 piece-goodsfirme
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in Bowring Street and the nearby area in Jordan District of
Yau Na Tei. (See Figure8 on p.43 for detailed distribution
of the companies in this area.)
All the piece-goods companies there are retailing
firs. The amount of fabrics they sell is ten times smawller
than that of the piece-goods clusters in Sham Shui Po or Sheung
Wan. Their goods are bought from the piece-goods firms in Sham
Shui Po. Since their buying price is geatly cheaper than their
selling price, they then can make a big profit. Although the
goods' prices are higher than those in Sham shui, Po they are
still cheaper than. the selling price in the piece-goods companies
in `athan Road. This district is also a good shopping centre
where many fashion boutiques and other related shops can be
found. If you, go to the Nathan Road comerial centre from
there, it takes less than 5 minutes on foot. Therefore, it
attracts newcomers to open piece-goods firms there and the
cluster is expanding steadily.
A full analysis of the phenomenon of commerrial
business clustering would have to depend on a great deal more
economic expertise than the writer possesses. It would also
require the collection of comparative data on a far wider
scale than would have been possible in the time avg. ilable.
The above description of and comments on itformants'own Views
on the matter and the history of actual piece-`oods clusters in
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Hong Kong and Kowloon are presented as a preliminary approach
to some of the interesting problems in this field. One of the
most interesting discoveries, from the writer's point of view,
was the discovery that virtually every piece-gods firm in
every one of the clusters is a family firm. It is doubtful
that there is any necessary link between this fact and the fact
of clustering. As far as I know,the modern clusters in London
and elsewhere mentioned above are not necessarily composes of
family firms. However, my preliminary resrarch into commercial
clustering led me first ot considering whether there might be
such a link, and from that question I was led further into
investigating the structure and organization of trese family
firms as such. The following three chapters contain the results
of this part of my field research.
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Chapter III. Business methods in a changing environment:
response and adaptation in the piece-goods
trade
This chapter contains a descriptive account
of the piece-goods trade in Hong Kong as a business. The
purpose of giving such an account at this stage is to "set
the scene," so-to speak, for the analysis of the internal
structure and dynamics of the piece-goods firms ,yhich focus
in chapter 1V and which forms the major focus of this
dissertation. It is well-known that any study of the internal
organization of institutionalized social groups must take
their external relationships into account, since external
relationships inevitably have some feed back effect upon
internal relationships. For obvious reasons, this is likely
to be especially significant for the study of groups which
are engaged in the business of economic distribution, since
their very existence is a function of their external relation-
ships with Che3rfrom whom they buy and those to whom they
sell. Thus our discussion of the internal organization of
piece-goods trade in Hong Kong and the continuing overwhelm-
ing predominance of family firms requires a prior understand-
ing of the piece-goods business as such.
A. Customers in the piece-goods trade: changing demand
The customers of the piece-goods firms in
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Hong Kong are mainly local people. The major kind is the
retailers, who buy the piece-goods from different kinds
of piece-goods firms. The other kind is the small garment
factories which produce fashion and supply it to the
boutiques in the local market. The third kind is the toy
making factories which need fabrics for the toy dresses.
These 3 kinds of customers now provide the majority of
buyers, and, their demands are increasinL day by day.
The fourth kind is the Hong Kong agents of
foreign garment factories. They only buy a small amount
of special fabrics at a special time. Usually, overseas
garment factories produce the required amount of fashion
which they supply to the market. In normal conditions, no
special fabrics are needed. But sometimes, the market
situation is so unclear that the demand for some fashions
made by some famous brands may have a shortage. A t such a
moment, producing more of the requested fanrics is likely
to be impossible, because these factoories need to arrange
a time schedule, and they fear that if the fabric is
produced, the market may change and the interest for it
may be lost. In such circumstances, they will send. a
telegram to their Hong Kong agents to find the same or
similar fabric as a substitute. So, the buyers of these
agents will go to the piece-goods clustering area to find
the required goods. After they have bought the fabric,
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they will give a sample of the fashion and the fabric
to the small garment factories for production and if
they have time, they will send the fabrics to the foreign
factories.
The fifth kind of customers are the consumers
themselves. They buy the fabrics from the piece-goods
retailers and then take the material to the tailors.
Because of the modern popularity of the ready-made clothes,
and because the cost of tailoring is too high, these kinds
of customers get fewer day by day. In the past, however,
the private tailors were such an inportant part of the
general demand for piece-goods that their decrease caused
a major shift in the trade. This matter is discussed more
fully in section B below.
The sixth kind of customers are the piece-goods
merchants who like to buy the lower standard and slow-sell-
ing fabrics from their colleagues, and then sell them to
their customers at higher prices. Because they buy the
sub-standard fabrics at very low prices, if they can sell
these fabrics, they can earn many times profit.
The seventh kind of customers are similar to the
sixth kind. When a piece-goods firm has a customer who wants
to buy some kings of fabrics, and if he cannot provide them
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with the required amount of fabrics or if they even has
not got these kinds of fabrics, they will buy them from
their colleagues at a special discount. In this exchange,
the customers get the required fabrics with a reasonable
price, and the middle man----- the firm the customer
originally wanted to buy fabrics from-- gets the real
profit. The cost is only a telephone call with the buyer
and seller but the real financial reward is high.(11) In
effect, the middle man uses the seller's storehouse as his
own storehouse but need not pay rent. Anyhow, the seller
also get some profit in trading, for a least, he can get
the opportunity to sell the fabrics to improve the turnover
rate of his goods. Even if he knows the person getting the
most advantage is the middle man, he can do nothing to cone
with the problem. If he complains, this middle man may find
another seller instead. When that happens, he will lose
these customers tnn_
In the overseas market, Hong Kong piece-goods
merchants have been selling their goods to Taiwan, Singapore,
IMIalaysia, Thailand, Vietnam, the Middle-East countries and
the underdeveloped countries in i frica. In the World War
Two and Vietnam War perioas, the piece-goods trade in Hong
Fong reached a peak. At those ti:m-,es, many smugglers, soldiers
and sailors came to Hong Kong to Duv the piece-goods and
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then transported them to the warring countries to get a
high profit. Following the end of the wars, this phenomenon
vanished. However, before and after these uncommon periods,
the above mentioned countries have been buying piece-goods
from Hong Kong through different channels.
Some waked through the medium of Indian
merchants. In Hong Kong, some Indian piece-goods merchants
like to buy piece-goods in Hong Kong and transport them
to underdeveloped countries in Africa or some Middle-East
countries where they have intimate Indian contacts, some
of whom are their relatives. Through their personal net-
workers, then, they can earn a high Profit. Eecause Hong
Kong is a free port, the taxes are lower than in other
countries.
In addition, the price of goods in Hong Kong
is still lower than in the other producing countries, and
people from overseas can buy cheaper piece-goods from
Hong Kong than they can from the producing countries
directly, because they need just small amounts of piece-
goods. In Hong Kong, they can buy easily the goods which
the Hong Kong piece-goods merchants bought with some
difficulty from the piece-goods producing countries. They
need not compete in these producing countries with the
big buyers, as the Honk Kong piece-goods merchants do,
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but can buy more kinds of piece-goods at just a slightly
higher price. Besides, foreign buyers' demands in quality
and quanity are lower. When they are not too choosy on the
quality, they can buy the left over piece-goods from Hong
Kong at reasonable or lower prices. One piece-goods firm
owner told the writer that he had sold a great amount of
sub-standard piece-goods as good piece-goods to one Middle-
East merchant. After a month, the customer sent alegraph
to the seller; far from complaining about the poor quality
of the goods, he asked whether he could be provided with
more. Another young piece-goods merchant told the writer
that they often sold slow-selling piece-goods that had
unpopular colours to underdeveloped countries. They only
sent a few samples to them but they were always accepted
by the customers.
At the same time, the cost of living in Hong
Kong is still low, so foreign buyers need not spend too
much money at the period of buying in Hong Kong even if
they come to buy directly. If they buy directly from such
producing countries like Japan, they need to buy very
great amounts at a time. Then the supply amount can be
much more than their small demand. So they would rather
accept the middle men's exploitation in Hong Kong. In some
South East Asian countries, by contrast, governments keep
a tight control over all trade, and the demand of piece-
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goods of the merchants in these kinds of countries cyclically
follows the loosening and tightening of the control. Thus
Hong Kong is in a favoured position.
In recent years, however, some foreign
buyers have attempted to buy piece-goods from the produc-
ing countries directly. In turn, Hong Kong piece-goods
merchants lost some customers, and this kind of customers,
in turn, become buyers in the producing countries and then
coar1pete with the Hong Kong piece-goods merchants directly.
Hence, the profit of the Hong Kong piece-goods merchants
is lower than before.
B. A particular core of falling demand: the tailors
In the past, say in the fifties, Hong Kong
people used to like to buy pieces of fabric to make clothes
for themselves or have them made by the tailors. Some
people learned the tailoring skills in their families, and
did their our sewing. If they required higher standard
cloths, tailors were needed. At that time, the living
standard was very low and, to make, say, a new coat
required less than one hundred dollars. Fence, even the
co,amon people could afford to have a custom-made coat.
With an increased standard of living ':nd inflation, the
cost of making a coat is now increased. Tailor- now want
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to make up for the increased expenses by increasing their
charges, and as a result a number of less wealthy customers
stop patronizing tailors' shops, and buy ready-made clothes.
In consquence, the net profit earned by the tailor is low-
ered, and so a number of the younger tailors changjto
other occupations, leaving behind only the aged tailors.
In addition, the future of tailoring is not so bright. So
fewer younger people are willing to enter this trade as
apprentices.
Because of the severe shortage of tailors, even
if the demand for tailors is less strong, the supply and
demand cannot be balanced. So, tailors still dare to increase
their tailoring fees, This leads to more and more of the
less well-off' people giving up this costly habit of having
custom-made clothes. In fact, the lack of tailors is not
due to the lack of new blood in the tailoring business.
Some experienced tailors have changed their occupations to
become employees in some large garment factories because
of the attraction of a more stable salary and brighter
future. Since they are experienced tailors, they can use
their experience and skill to produce high-class ready-made
clothes. Once their skills are used in mass Production,
they can maintain their standard and can sell their goods
at a lower price because of mass production, and more and
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more trained young men are recruited into the new ready-
made production business.
At the same time, as a result of specialization,
the traditional system of apprenticeship is eliminated.
Instead students go to the training centres or technical
colleges to receive a new systematic theoretical and
practical training. After they finish their studies, a
certificate or diploma will be given to them. Since they
have received standardized and qualified training, their
technical standard is generally recognized by the garment
factories. Some of them find employment as fashion designers,
and the others work as garment technicans after graduation.
Thus, though the number of workers in the clothes making
trade increases day by day, there is no practical benefit
for solving the tailor shortage problem. On the contrary
the number of technicians and designers recruited by the
garment factories increases, and this, in turn, increases
the speed with which factory made clothing is replacing
the need of tailors. At the present time. only fairly
rich people, or people who cannot easily find a suit for
themselves or who need a special coat for a special occasion
need the tailors. Eut these. kinds of people are orviously
fewer in number than in the past. Consequently, one of the
channels for the piece-good: firms to provide fabrics to
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the consumers has declined obviously. Naturally, it
causes the recession of the piece-goods trade.
In response to the recession caused by such
changes in the demand environment, selling different
kinds of fabrics or investing in different fields may be
a good alternative. But the requirements of diversification
are: enough. related talent, a large amount of capital, and
more usable premises. The above conditions are not easily
fulfilled by the common piece-goods owners. Even if they
can do so, diversification is still difficult. After you
have found a new way to survive and earn a iving, others
will quickly follow your way. Since it is a zero-sum game,
the more people enter the new ways, the less the profit is
for each one. Moreover, if you sell more than three types
of fabrics, the difficulty in management may become nearly
impossible.
Nevertheless, even under these limitations,
some of the mature piece-goods firms still diversify into
related businesses or try to make a big profit with short-
term investments. According to the data collected by the
writer, many of them invest in retailing and wholesaling
at the same time. Some even open fashion boutiques to
protect their profits. Some wealthy merchants invest in
land and the others open finance companies or restaurants.
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C. The roles and problems of brokers and shop-to-shop
salemen in the piece-goods trade
In the past, brokers and shop-to-shop
salemen were very important in the piece-goods business.
Brokers neither belong to nor are employed by any piece-
goods companies. They get commission given by the buyers
and sellers through the buying and selling process. Shop-
to-shop salemen are similar to brokers, but they are
employed by the firms that is, they have basic salaries
and earn extra commission after every successful trade,
Many piece-goods firms do not have this position any longer.
Sometimes, the owners may alos work as shop-to-shop salemen
to lower the expenditure of the firm. In the past, about
80% of the local trade was done through brokers, but now
(since about 1978) only 50% of the trade is done through
them.
in trading, a broker get 2% commission on
every successful arrangement. If the brokers really work
hard for their clients to find potential buyers or sellers,
the 2% commission is reasonable. But recently a new informal
bargaining market has been formed. It is located at the
second floor of one Chinese-tea house, named Fook Loi Tea
House in Pei Ho Street of Sham Shui Po. From 11.30am to
2.30pm everyday, except Sundays, brokers salemen, merchants,
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and piece-goods owners concentrate there to bargain. Since
this tea house is in the piece-goods clustering area,
brokers need not toil for their clients, but get the 2%
commission for very little effort. Sometimes, they buy
the piece-goods for their own interest, but the sellers
still have to give them 2% commission. In this situation,
some sellers think that it is not fair to them, especially
when the brokers' attitude is not too friendly. Owners told
me of some bad cases, in which some immoral brokers only
want to get the commission or interest given by the buyers,
they may give false information to the sellers to make them
give a longer loaning time to their customers. As a result,
the brokers get the commission, but the sellers cannot old
their goods. On the other hand, the brokers may say that
it is not their responsibility. Sometimes, the brokers
control the information and prices in order to maximize
their own interest. Their clients, the sellers and buyers,
are then controlled by them. However, they dare not "eat"
price in the buying and selling: that means they cannot
tell the seller a lower price than the actual price or
tell the buyer a higher price than the actual price in order
to make a profit in the difference. Because the piece-goods
trade is too small and the location is too near due to
business clustering, if they act in this way, their clients
will get to know about it very quickly, and then their names
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will be damaged and they cannot work in this trade any
longer.
Thus, owing to this informal kind of social
control, brokers dare not cheat too much,but,even so, their
usefulness in the piece-goods trade is suspected by the
piece-goods owners, many of whom hate to be in their con-
troll. Hence they often prefer to bargain with their custom-
ers directly. In this way, the owners can use their own
experience to determine whether their customers are trust-
worthy. If they find anything questionable, they can make
a decision for themselves beforehand. Besides, owing to
the birth of the informal bargain market----- Fook Loi
Tea House----- and the convenience of trading in the
business cluster, the need for brokers is becoming less
important. The sellers can go directly to discuss with the
buyers or just make a phone call to avoid the risks of
dealing through brokers and the possibility of being
controlled by them.
D. Sellers are controlled by the buyers in the local market
in the piece-goods trade in Hong Kong, buyers
need not pay the money at once. They are not too eager to
sign black andwhite contracts, but rely on ownwordtrust (倍).Theybelieve in oneChinesesaying, Wordsare
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as valuable as gold
guaranty is needed.
Because they do not have any control over
the clients cancelling the order or running away after
receiving the goods, sellers must select their clients
very carefully. At the first transaction with a new client,
the piece-goo dsowner always goes to see whether the clients'
companies are reliable and stable. If there is any doubt,
they will refuse to trade, because they are afraid of loss.
In fact, whenever they can, they limit their trading-circle
to only the people they know well, but sometimes, they will
also trade with strangers. Since strangers are new to the
sellers, they have to pay cash immediately at the first
business deal. After several deals have proved to go through
without problems, the sellers will actively suggest alowing
their new customers to get the goods first and pay them
later, because they want to keep these new customers as
their regular customers afterwards.
At the same time, they lend goods to all their
old customers as a kind of trading method and custom. In
the past, the loaning period was 30 days, but now up to
120 day periods are found in some circles. The common loan-
ing period is 80-00 days now. Why is the loaning period
longer now? It is the consquence of the competition with-
（ 牙 齒 當 金 使 ） Hence,no
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in the trade. After a longer loaning period is accepted
by the same trade as a norm, customers will request some
sellers to give them longer loan periods at higher prices.
Because the sellers need to keep their customers from
trading with their reval sellers, they may agree with ..
the request. Then, other people of the same trade will
follow their example. Consequently, the loaning period be-
comes longer and longer, and the risk is enlarged day by
day-, because customers need not give any guaranty and so,
if they run away, the sellers can get nothing but a great
loss.
In addition, their customers need not pay them
any interest. Nowadays, interest in the banks is very high.
if merchants receive no interest from their customers, that
means they lose a great deal of money. Besides, their
flowing capital will be smaller if they loan too much to
their customers. If their own capital is too small, their
risk is in turn bigger and their probability to earn more
money is small because they dare not buy too many piece-
goods with not enough cash. Some of the firms owners inter-
viewed told the writer that swindling has been very severe
in these last f'ew years. Some of them even showed bounced
money checks to support their statements.
In short, the risks are high, if the sellers
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do not know the buyers well. Hence, getting paid in cash
in every transaction is safest. But if you insist on cash,
no one will be willing to trade with you. So, you are forced
to trust your clients. Someitimes, you have new customers,
but you do not want to trade with them for fear of the risk
involved. But if you have goods, you need customers. Other-
wise, your profit becomers smaller due to the narrowing
your trading network. For these reasons, in order to
maximize the profit, some of the piece-goods owners are
forced to trust strangers. This situation males it very
difficult to make a decision. One old and experienced
piece-goods firm owner said, Even if you know who the
black listed people are, or even if you have lost money
from doing business with them, you need to trade with them
one way or another, because you need to maintain your own
profit. If you refuse to trade with them, the other firms
will take away your customers. Either way, the loss is
yours.
Sometimes, when Problematic buyers refuse
to pay for their goods, the sellers can do nothing. This
same piece-goods firm owner let me see the documents that
showed one of his customers had refused to pay money owed
to him. He had employed two lawyers to take his customer
to court twice, and won his case. The court decision was
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to confiscate his customer's shop, but still he could not
get any compensation. Sometimes, the swindler opens a new
company with a new name and starts to cheat other people
again, or just runs away after the swindling. Although the
victCcan report the matter to the police, no fruitful
outcome may result, and evidence is hard to produce, especially
in the case of fabrics like denim which are difficult for
the people in this trade to recognize from the stock owned
by the swindler.
E. The conficts in buying piece-goods from the foreign
piece-goods producing countries
i) The principle in buying piece-goods
Since the buyer needs to determine which kind
of fabric will be popular and calculate the number of potential
customers in the market, he has to make a decision about
the types of piece-goods he will buy and the exact amount
he expects will be demanded by the market. If the buyers'
prediction is the same as or nearly the same as the true
situation afterwards, then, of course, his company can get
maximum profit. How can he guess the real demand of the
market? There is no guideline.
So, the buyer has to use his own experience,
knowledge and perception to make a decision. Experience is
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very important. He can tell himself which kinds of fabrics
are bad for selling and which kinds of them are good. Since
it is experience that is important, it depends entirely on
the individual and on the case, and one man's judgement in
one case may be useless to other individuals in other
purchases. Besides, the market is changing all the time.
Even if somebody has learned all his experence, it does
not mean that he can use this experence everywhere. If he
meets a new situation, the solution may be a different
thing.
The buyer can use his experience to determine
his choice of goods. Timing is also an important factor to
determine success. Even if you have chosen the right piece-
goods which are preferred by the customers, yet if you sell
them at the-wrong-moment (e.g. selling them when the demand
for them is low), then, your profit will be low. Although
guding the market to a new road is very valuable, it is
very difficult. If you are not clever enough, the safer
way is to follow the trend and do what other people are
doing, because your profit may have greater guarantee that
way. On the other hand, since in such situations you have
keener competition in the market, your profit is naturally
lower.
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ii ways of buying piece oods
There are two types of piece-goods according
to the selling prices: one price goods and discount goods.
One price goods are sold at the exact price. The manufactur-
ers spin or dye the piece-goods according to the require-
ments and amounts asked for by the buyers. Hence, the
amount can be unlimited but the time to deliver the goods
to them has to be lone,, because it takes time to produce
the goods. Discount goods are those kinds and classes of
piece-goods sold to the buyers at a price lower than the
cost. Since they are ready-made and stocked in the store-
house, this kind of fabric is also called stock goods.
Since the sellers sell these goods at very low prices,
that means the buyers can earn many times profit*
Discount goods come from many source* A major
source is the leftovers of the one-price goods. When the
manufacturers receive an order, 100,000 yards for example,
they may spin more than this amount, 1 40, 000 yards for
instance. Then, the additional 40,000 yards may be left
behind and the producers may like to sell it at a lower
price. Although the spinning is done by machine, low
quality productions are expected. If the manufacturer
producuces the exact amount of piece-goods according to
the order and makes no wrong productions, then, he may,
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of course, get his profit. If only some of his
calculations are wrong, he will have to re-spin/ or
fail to fulfil the order. If he spins it at a later
time, some time will be lost. If he stops the spinning
of other fabrics and starts to re-spin the additional
amount required at once, the procedure is still
complicated and the cost is high. So no one likes to do
it this way. Moreover, in spinning, here are always
some problems even when it is done by machine or
controlled by computer. Always when more than one dyeing
tank is used, the colour may be slightly different for
some parts because of the diffe--ence in humidity a other
uncontrollable physical and chemical factors. Even when only
one dyeing tank is used, the problem may still exist.
Therefore, producers have to calculate the degree of
damaged products beforehand and spin more than the exact
demand. The price agreed with the customer already
includes the extra allowance for potential damaged
products, so, the expected -,)rofits is assured and a
price lower than the cost can be set for selling this
left-.over It amount. Since this is only the left-
over amount, the exact quantity cannot be predicted
beforehand. Of course, not all discount good3 are
damaged or sub-standard goods. They may be the same as
the exact trice goods in quLlity. The difference is that
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one kind is spare a "left over" fabric and the other
is,spinned according to order.
There are many ways to buy these two types
of piece-goods. The simplest way is to see samples in
Hong Kong and than the order to the sellers'
Hong Kong agents, if there are agents for them, or give
a direct order to the sellers by telegraph. If the goods
are made in European countries, the Hong Kong piece-goods
merchants like to buy them this way. If they go to those
countries to choose the fabrics, they have to spend a
lot money on the trip but get similar results. So they
do not buy them this way. Since they order the goods
in Hong Kong, the amount is always quite large, and the
required capital correspondently great. Therefore only
the piece-goods companies ith a good economic foundat-
ion can afford to do so. In Central District, the piece-
goods companies in 'Ding On Street, ling Kut Street and
Jervious Street belong to this kind of companies. They
have more than 20 years' history in the piece-goods
business and have already reached the mature stages.
Their owners are older, more experienced, and richer.
They prefer to use more time to rest or invest in some
quick money return enterprises, land investment for
instance. They do not aim at expanding the niece-goods
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business.
The other way is to go to the piece-goods
producing countries to choose and order the goods oneself
Since trips to Japan,. South Korea and Taiwan do not
take too long and the cost is acceptable, many piece-
goods merchants like to travel and buy in this way.
Sometimes, they insect the trend of fashion in the
foreign countries and then make an order to buy the
piece-goods for the Hong Kong larket. Sometimes, they
go to the textile:3 factories to buy discount piece-goods.
Since the discount goods are stock fabrics, no stable
but relatively small amounts are supplied to the clients.
If the demand is greater than the supply, keen comoetitior
is found in buying. Since the piece-goods companies
in the Sham Shui Po piece-goods cluster, belong to the
companies selling discount piece-goods, 80 percent of
these companies use this method in buying goods. More
than 25 Dercent of the niece-goods merchants in Sham
Shui Po likely to be away from Hong Kong at any one
time.
However, some piece-goods merchants in
Sham Shui Po order sore piece-goods by teieg ranh from
Hong Kong and buy more from the piece-goods producing
countries directly. Such merchants are generall younger
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and have less working experience in the piece-goods
business when compared with the piece-goods companies
in Central District.
The design of the fabrics changes relat-
ively slowly,( piece-goods for trusers for instance)
then the buyer can order them without leaving Hong Kong.
Otherwise, it is advantageous to buy directly and
quickly in the piece-goods manufacturing countries. Since
fashion fabrics for women are always changing, buyin
them-.directly can give control over the timing. Otherwise
merchant may can earn nothing if there is more supply
than demand, or if the fashion changes by the time the
goods arrive. Although these types of fabrics are more
risky, they can bring a lot of profit if prediction
about the demand in the market is right, Because the
amount of a particular kind od the stock goods which
can be bought by the merchants is relatively small, so
the required capital is small too.
One piece-ood merchant told the writer
that in 1970 1only ten piece-goods merchants in Hong Kong
liked to buy the E oods from the manf s cturing, countries
directly, but now about one hundred niece-goods merchants
use this channel.
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In the past, buying piece--goods in Japan
at discount prices Has not too difficult owing to the
ample suprly from the factories, now, the situation has
changed because some piece-goods making factories
have changed to investing in quick and large interest
return enterprises. To manufacture cars and electrical
equipment are two good examples. In addition, many
factories produce only slightly more than the amount
of piece-goods ordered by the customers, because they
reconize that the maximu,a damage reate may stay at a
certain level. Of course, if they produce more, they
run less risk, in supplying the exact amount of goods to
their customers, but they reconize that this over
production may -jell be meaningless. So they produce
less in order to maximize their rofit. That means
there are less spare piece-goods avilble. At the same
time, the demand of the Japanee local market is not
declining but growing, and they now absorb some of the
stock piece-goods. Her!ce, the suprly to the foreign
market is tightening up. In order to keen the advantge
or minimize the uncertainty, the Hong Kong piece-goods
merchants always like to travel and buy their roods in
Japan directly.
Since 1long Kong piece-goods merchants
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need to buy piece-goods in these foreign countri, their
actions are passive, they do not make complains. °ther
they may lose their channels of purchase gr,du,-lly.
Since the merchants spend lot of money on their trips,
their expenditure is increased and if they cannot buy
saleable piece-goods to cover their expenses, they will
have no profit in the trading. In such circumstances
they may be forced to buy goods that cannot meet their
tastes. In buying stock fabrics, the common buy,_-i-s have
to buy different kinds, different classes and different
amounts of fabrics at the slime tine. Just one price is
needed when you bid for the whole lot of goods in
trading. If you have good relationships with the factories
You can choose the special kin:ts and amounts you need,
and decline the other kinds that come with them. If
you are late in placing your order, it does not matter
either. The sellers will hold the goods for your inspect-
ion and will give you a good/discount. Hence, the amount
of freedom in cfioosin, stock goods signifies the degree
of good relations between buyer and seller. In Japan,
the factories use the 11 position to position base in
trading, That means, if you are the manager in your on
company, the sellers' factory will send its manager to
contact and bar gain with you. If you occupy a low
position, then 'you -:dill be received by a lower-rank
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person.
Although direct buying and good relation-
ships with the sellers are important, the determining
fctor for your buying is the economic background of
your company. One succes:5ful piece- goods merchant, Mr.
ong, told the writer that he likes to buy foods with
his good friend in the same trade. They live at the
same hotel and come back tother. Orin to the weker
economic background of friend's company, he dares
not buy risky roods, even though Mr. Wong himself
because of his abundant capital can of ford to do so.
However, not all friends 11 behave like this.
Since the comnetition in buying goods is
keen, one piece-goods merchant said that he does not
live at the same hotel with the people in the same trade
3ecause he stays away from others, he c in kee- the
commercial secrets.
In Japan, South Korea and the Taiwan, the
common coy:gym^unication mediedium Aich foreiner.is snish
because English is an international lnuage. Since the
Eiong Kong piece- ood'1s merchants are low in educ- ticn-jl
sta t,ard, especially the older ones, they cnnot sneak
Japanese, Korean or nglish.What they can sneak is
Chinese only. This is an obvious obstacle for them from
trade in foreign countries. Under this situation, somr,
people learn enoug another language to talk about
prices and their supplementary tool is making si=ns. This
:gay of cori:nunic_-.tion is acceptable but not very efficient,
and there exists a group of 'eople who utilize this
situation in order to monopolize some tradings. This
group of people comprises certain Hong Kong price,-goods
I
merchants who went to these countries, especially Japan,
some time age, in order to develop their businesses
which were Navin rather small success in HonE Kong.
Sec-ause they have traded in Japan for a long time and
learned Japanese, they can communicate with Japanese in
Japanese fluently. since they are still doing piece-
goods business, and retain some connections %-writh the
the Hong Kong piece-goods merchants, the people ,.ho
cannot speak 'English or Japanese turn to them for help
In this way, they play the role of agents t' and can
make their customer.-: trade with the people they like. In
youth Korea, no such agent is found according to the
data given by the Niece-roods merchants in H,on^•- Kon,r.
Since the Chinese characters re simil-,r the the Korean
characters, communication is, not really a problem. Surely,
this is also true in Japan and even more true in Taiwan,
but Hong Kong merchants are more ear-er to buy piece-goods,
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from Japan than from either South Korea or Taiwan.
The first reason is that Japan is a well
developed country in niece-goods mmanufacturing, the quality
of its piece-goods has reached a high standard and there
is more variety. Their degrae of quality control is
effective and eiirns then a good rnutation in foreign
countries. Hong Kong :1erc1Lants need their supslies,
es ecinlLy in stock piece-goods, more than they .wish to
sell t j it goods. On the other hand, South Korea an'd
Taiwan are develo-cin.g countries in oiece-goods mamufact-
ing, they nee.. to develop their market in foreign
countries. They are eager to trade ith Hong Kong
merchants. Some Hong Kong merchants complain that South
Korea's production are unstable in quality. Sometimes,
the buyers may receive damaged or substandard piece-goods
for their foreign trade department has not yet trken
an action in these matters. Sometimes, even if you
have already signed a contract with the manufacturer, if
7
'the price is rising, he may stop providing the goods
to you without informing you. In this wo!ay, he can m'iin-
tain his fnro fit. Furthermore, if you have r eaiy ood
that are different from what you have ordered and ask
for compensation, but even if you are successful accord-
ing to the regulstion of the foreign trade law, the
compensation will come in the next deal but cannot be
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given in cash at once. In this way, you are forced to
trade with the unreliable seller again. In order to
avoid damages of these various kinds. Hong Kong
mrchants prefer to trade with Japan rather than rout
Korea.
In Taiwan, no compiaint in trading is
recorded. The bad point is Taiwan is that as a dvelop-
ind country in piece-moods manufacturing, ther cannot
set the trend and can only copy popular f brics many
years later. Hence, they cannot do much business in
fashion fabrics. In addition, owin to the lack of high
class and co„ plea equipment, they can only afford to
produce with relatively out-dated techniques. Thus, their
customers circle is narrowed to a fed merchants.
Com-oetition and conflict in the piece-good s sellinoz
Of course, comae tition or even conflict
inevitably exists in every kind of trade unless the
goods are monopolized by one com any. These nhonomana
unexceptionally exis the in the piece goods selling too.
There are three kinds of connetltlon and
conflict between the sellers. One is betweon one pieces
goods sellers( see Block 1 in figure 9) The other is
between discount-goods sellers( see Block 2 in figure?
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9). The third is betwe -gin one-price goods and discount







0= one-price goods sellers
D= discount goods sellers
Figure 9. The competition and conflict between the sellers
The factors influencing the competition
and conflict are the degree of balance in supply and
demand, timi n, the prices of the :roods alid the different
economic background of the companies. These four factors
also mutually influence each other. In each busines
deal, the buyers and sellers try to maximize their
profits and minimize their costs at the same time. They
say that they con..idcr their own profit only, since
they are merchants.
在 商 言 商
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Since the background of each seller is
:iifferent and they are all motivated by self interest,
they do not avoid competing or having conflicts with the
people in the same trade to make profit.
In the Hong Kong piece-goods trade no onf
com nany can monopolize even one kind of fabric t the
same time, due to the lack of capital to buy all the
special kinds of fabrics from the rmanufacturers.
Sometimes, too, the unreliability of the manufacturers
may hamper the success of any mono-oly attempt by the
Hong Kong buyers. As a result, many companies have the
same kinds of fabrics. The unreliability of the
manufacturers means that the manufacturers do not
fulfil the contract which they sign. with their buyers.
The situation was explained by one old end exnerienced
piece-goods merchant as follows:
Factor/ A and Factory B are opened and
run by the same owner or have an intimate relationship.
If Factory A has signed a contract with Buyer A saying
that it will produce seecial kind of fabric for it,
it will not produce.: the same kind of goods in a
certain period to the other buyers in order to rotect
the advantages of Buyer 3ince Factory A has a good
relationshi. with Facto y B, and although Factory A
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has a contract with Buyer A, Factory B may still produce
the same kind od goods as Factory A is producing for
Buyer A for Byer B. Though Factory A has a good relation-
ship with Factory B, they are two different factories.
Hence, Factory B has no obligation to observe the
contract that Factory A has signed with Buyer A. In
short, its action is lawful but damaT-,es the contract
which Factory A has signed with Buyer In c onse quence,
the amount of this kind if fabric provi ed to the Hong
Kong market is then increased. Then, factory A csnnot
hold the monopoly situation any longer. If he marks up
the selling price in order to earn more, his goods may
sell slowly and the buyers may buy the same kind of
goods from other channels. Since Buyer may not have
calculated the keen competition which he now meets in
the local market, if he marks down the selling price,
he may lose a lot of money or at least earn less. The
above situation exists in the one-price piece-goods
trading. Competition also exists between the one-orice
piece-goods buyers and the discount piece-goods buffers.
We shall use the same example for illustrat-
ing what the writer has just mentioned above, Since
Factory A has signed a contract .ith Buyer A to produce
the piece-goods, that means the manufacturer has agreed
,got to produce the same kind of fabrics for other buters.
Because as we have seen (P.63-65 on above) Factory A
expects to have some problematic fabric, he always
spins more than the requested amount as supplement.
But the problem is that he cannot calculate the damage
rate correctly beforehand. Hence, some good quality
spare piece-goods from Factory A exist for Felling in
the market at a lower price. Then, the other buyers who
buy the spare goods from Factory A at a very low price
may use a much cheaper price to sell their goods in the
market. Then, the one-price goods buyers may find it
difficult to compete in the market.
This competition also exists among the
discount goods sellers in trading. Since discount goods
are much cheaper than one-price goods, buyers are eager
to buy more than or near the amount demanded by the
market. If you expect the Hong Kong market to demand
100,000 yards of one kind of fabric, for example, and
you have already bought 80,000 yards, the other buyers
may also predidict the smae amount in demand in the
market and also buy 80,000 yards from other channels.
When all their piece-goods have arrive,' in Hong Kong, thc
total supply is then 160,000 yards. That me in 60.000 6ard
of spare fabric will be left-over for sale. 3ecause of
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the imbalance of the supply and demand, all the piece-
goods holders need to sell their goods at a lo wer --Price,
otherwise they c:nnot sell the goods at all. Sometimes,
sellia.t the products at an extremely low price is :lay
of competition with the other firms. Even when the owne
thinks that he can sell his goods at a high :rice, the
may still lower the selling price for competition. The
only reason is they cant to build up a goo reputation
with new customers and to attract ctistomer from the
ocher companins. The style they ueddenende on the ownere
themselves. Some people like to give a certain discount
to the buyer, but some others sell their goods at a
fixed price. Some people only want to give discount to
strangers the first few times to get more business. If
they come regularly later, they will be changed more to
balance the low price in former times.
The above mentioned competition also
exists among cummpanies of the same and different levels.
If a compreny has a weaker economic background, its
motivation to fight for an advantage is stron ter than
th: others in order to survive. Then, it intensifies the
cormpetition or conflict •.ii th others. The small piece-
goods firms, lacking enough capital to stock their
piece-goods for a long time a hither percent[]ge of
flowing cash for re-investment than the biF piece-oons
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companies. In fact the absolute amount of flowing cash
required by the small companies may be smaller than that
of the big firms, but still it is a lot of money to the
small firms. When such small firms have a stagnant
market, they dare not hold the goods over for a period
':while they et a clear picture of the changing rocess,
but need to sell the good at a lower price to get cash
at once.
Sometimes, some big piece-goods firms are
eater to do more business and buy a great amount of
piece-goods. Thus, the flowing cash is than smaller. If
they cannot have the anticipated sales, they need to
dump the goods they hold to exchange for cash. At this
moment, the price fluctates and comnetition with the
people of the same trade increases.
This situation of intense competition means
that although, in order to maintain a good relationship
with people in the same trade, the piece-goods merchants
are very friendly :ith each other in apperance, they are
unwillin to share true information with each other
because they are afraid the other gray com-oete with them
after they have got the useful information. Sometimes
they even give false information to their friend in
order to weaken their position.
This situation happens when their friends
enquire about the financial background at their potential
customers, for example, if 1•ir. t is the customer of Mr.
B, and his business becomes not so successful so that he
cannot return the loan to Mr. B. One day when sir. C
wants to trade with Mr.., he may ask about :Mr. ms's
financial background from Mr. B, because Mr. B and Mr. C
are f' good friends and C knows that Mr. A is the
customer of Mr. B. If lir. 3 tells the true finanical
situation of L9r. A to Mr. C, than Mr. C may refuse. to
trade with Mr. A, and in consequence, Mr. B may not be
able to get back this money lent out to Mr. A. On the
other hand, if i-•ir. B tells fair. C that Mr. A is reliable,
than Mr. C mciy be :.filling to trade with Mr. A. If Mr. A
can earn money from this trade, then Mr. B may have a
higher possibility of getting back his money from him
too.
The above stated kinds of competition and
conflict exist among his :yellers themselves, but sellers
and buyers may have conflicts too_
On p.57-p.61, the writer has already
explained in detail about the conflict between sellers
and their customers due to the problem: of the loaning
weriod and the fnilure to receive the money from their
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customers. In the past, the brokers and retailers did
not cooperate with the wholesales. They had intense
conflicts in the arguments about the percentage of the
transportation fee and about who had the re:ponsibility
to pay this fee. This was also evidence of the conflict
among them.
G. Cooperation among the -piece-goods merchants
As one Die ce-goods merchant said,' No
merchant wants to coo-perr.-,te with the others if his
condition is good enough for him to run the firm to
success. He can make his own profit and need not give
any of it to the people not belonging to the same com-)any
Hoviever, in some situations,
cool)eration is inevitable. If your friend in the same
business iias customers but lacks the niece-goods that
his customers want, he 0 ill ask you to: it this kind
of goods to him and then he •ill sell it at a higher
price. Since your aim is to do more business and earn
more money, in this exchange, your profit is guaranted.
Though your interest is. Slightly affected, the advantage
leads to a hi her turnover rate of your goods. Hence,
this exchange is accepted by- the price ods ierchants.
In consequence, the seller's company acts as a storehouse
for his friend in the, same business. His friend need
( 肥 水 不 流 别 人 田 ）
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not pay any stock fee but will be grateful to him. In
this situation, the cooperation is in fact forced upon
the two parties. If you do not cooperate with your
friend even when you can get an acceptable profit through
the exchange, your friend will not help you when you
have difficulties in future.
If you do not have this kind of friend it
to sell your goods, some people in the same business
may be willing to give you a hand. In this trade, there
are many companies that mainly absorb -ll kinds of left-
over or slow-selling piece-goods of different amounts
from all the different comnanies.TThrou h their absorpt-
ion and reselling to their o-,,in customers, they can earn
many times of profit because the buying price is greatly
lower than the selling price. If you do not like selling
to them, piece-goods stalls are willing to absorb the
left-overs too.
Besides the cooperation in buying and
selling goods, financial aid also determines the success
of the company. At least four finance companies have
been opened and are run by niece-goods merchants, Their
main customers are piece-goods rnerchants too. In every
trading, the buyer always receives a d_,ted draft. :3ince
it is a dated draft, no cash will be received at once.
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If the merchants need some money for investment, he can
use the draft he has received as a ruarantly to the
finance company and get the cash immediately. The
loaning period is 90 days with 11 percent interest.
Since the loaning rate of the finance company is stable
and not like the big flo-,,in' rate of interest in piece-
goods trading, so, the piece-goods merchants with good
economic foundations like to lend money to other piece-
goods merchants. Because the finance company o•:rners
are piece-goods merchants too, so they know the piece-
goods situation,well and have more confidence to loan
moneyto them. As stated on P.8 9, the banksare sunshineumbrellas'', they like to loan moneyout to
the rich or famous people. Hence, the small firms owners
still find it difficult to borrowi money from',the
banks. Then, they borrow money f.-om the finance company.
The money loaned to the big piece-goods companies may
be more than the amount they need, so they can loan this
spare money to their customers and receive a high interest
Besides this easily recognis%.ible cooperat-
ion, another hidden informal cooperation is the holding
of merchants' association. There are 7 ass6ciations in
the piece-goods business, namely. the Hong Kong and
Kowloon Textile Fabrics ,.:lholesalers' Association
（ 港 几 織 維 ）
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布 定 批 发 商 协 会 Hong Kong Draper's Association
香 港 布 商 业 同 业 公 会 Hong Kong Piece-goods Merchants'
Association
香 港 定 头 行 业 商 会 The Hong Kong Silk and
Satin Companines Association 香 港 绸 缎 行 商 会 the
Hong Kong Piece-goods Retailing Merchants' Association
香 港 定 头 批 发 商 会 The Hong Kong and Kowloon Piece-
goods Retailers' Association 港 九 定 头 零 剪 商 同 业 会
and the Hong Kong and Kowloon Textile Piece-goods
Herchants' Association
港 九 花 少 定 头 同 业 公 会 None
these association have done any research or given advice to
serve their members. Their main funclil-io is-to organize
entertainment. Through entertainment, they cultivate a
We-feeling among their members and make it easier
for them to collect information. These efforts may helm
them to cooper-te with each other.
In addition, the as.ociation help their
members to fight for their own interests With other
group of merchants. In the past, the retailers seldom
paid the money for goods loaned fron the wholesalers
until after the time limit. Hence, there was a big
conflict betwe--- n the wholesalers and the retailers.
The Hong Kong and Kowloon Piece-good: ?etailers'
Association
港 九 定 头 零 剪 商 同 业 会
vas formed by the
retailers to form ri ressure group to deal with the
wholesalers. The Hong Kong Kowloon Textile Fabrics Whole-
salers' Association
was also formed to deal with the traffic fee problem for its
members with the retailers. In short, cooperation does happen
if the merchants concerned think that it is likely to be
better than competition or conflict to solve their problems.
H. Conclusion
The above general descriptive survery of the
business methods adopted by Hong Kong piece-goods traders
and some of the problems they face has been put forward as
the necessary background information for understanding the
situation in which the firms are operating. It is clear that
it is a, situation of internal competition, and' are way make-
the hypothesis that just because the element conflict is
such an essential part of each firm's external relationship
so the element of trust within each firm must be crucial.
If that is so, then it is perhaps not surprising that the
huge majority of piece-goods firms in Hong Kong today are
not only small but also family firms. Our next chapter
attempts to give an analysis of the internal structural
relationships of these family firms.
（ 港 久 職 維 布 疋 批 發 商 聯 會 ）
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Chapter IV. Family firm
A. Introduction
If we take the piece-goods firm as family firm
for our study, we must first define what we mean by a family
firm. The team family firm here means that the firm is
founded and maintained by members who are related to each
other by kinship. The owner(s) or shareholders (if any),
and often the workers, are members of the same clan, kin-
ship group or family (or are sometimes related by marriage).
Hence, the word family is used here in a broad sense. It
assumed that this kinship link has a mutual influence on
company policy and on the interests and the objectives of
the family. Such a relationship is indicated when one or
more of the following conditions exists
Family relationship is a factor, among others,
in determining management succession.
Wives or sons of present or former chief
executives are on the board of directors.
The important institutional values of the
firm are identified with a family, either
in formal company publications or in the
informal traditions of the organization.
The actions of a family member reflect on
or are thought to reflect on the reputation
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of the enterprise, regardless of his formal
connection to management.
The relatives involved feel obligated to
hold the company stock for more than purely
financial reasons, especially when losses
are involved.
The position of the family member in the
firm influences his standing in the family.
k family member must come to terms with
his relationship to the enterprise in deter-
mining his own career.
In fact, in Hong Kong we find that small firms
are mostly family firms, but not all family firms are small
firms. Many large Chinese companies, such as Wing On Company
Limited(one of the biggest department stores in Hong Yong),
are family owned.
In the past, according to the data given by
the piece-goods owners, almost every piece-p-oods firm was family
owned, and now more than a half of them are still family firms.
As we know, the piece-goods firms are commercial enter-)rises
not fabric making factories, therefore no large capital and
complex organizational structure are found. In Hong Kong, all
the piece-goods firms are Chinese owned. No foreign capital
is found in this trade. Hence, we are in fact studying the
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small Chinese family firms in the piece-goods trade.
B. Capital and size-in the family firms of the piece-goods
trade
If you want to open a piece-goods firm in Hong
Kong, you need only HK$ 20,000 to HK$ 100,000 cash and good
connections. Since the required capital is small, the firms
do not need large premises but can operate even from small
street stalls, and even the largest firms spread over no more
than three shop areas. Some of them even use their own resid-
ences in the upper floor as their offices. This does not mean
that HK$ 20,000 or so is enough to buy in all the stock. On
the contrary, firms usually use more than HK$ 5C0,000 to buy
fabrics. The above mentioned HK$ 20,000 to HK$ 100,000 is
just enough for the basic expenses.
The greater part of this money is collected in
various ways. The first available channel is through the owners
family, relatives and friends. This is a most successful. way
of collecting money. There is, however, a built-in limitation.
Do the members of the family, relatives and friends have
enough money What will be the result if the business is
unsuccessful? Will it make the family Doorer? After think-
ing carefully, they may choose not to lend too much money
out. Hence, only a limited amount of money is collected in
this way.
The second channel is through banks or finance
companies. In the piece-goods trade, the owners prefer to
borrow their required money from the Chinese banks, because
the Chinese banks knew their situation and can easily give
loans at no guaranty. At the large non-Chinese banks, on the
other hand, a guaranty is essential if you want to borrow
money. This procedure discouragthe small piece-goods firmsc
from applying. for the required money from these banks. Even
the Chinese banks are 'sunshine umbrellas' ,they loan money
only to the people with great wealth or good reputation,
one piece-goods owner told the writer. Hence, though the
rich piece-goods owners can easily get a large amount of
money, owners of small firms find difficulty in borrowing
money from a bank.
The easier channel is through finance companies,
especiall those that are financed by the trade. According
to the data I collected through the interviews, I know at
least 4 finance companies that are owned by the rich piece-
goods owners. Some of these companies are formally registered
as finance companies, but some are known only to their old
clients since their lending is non-public and they have not
registered as financial companies. Since no guaranty is needed,
a credit period of only 90 days with 11% interest is allowed.
Even if 1120 of the money lent out does not return after the
loaning deadline, they can survive with no money lost, one
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young piece-goods firm owner told the writer. The finance
companies' clients (i.e. the piece-goods traders) need this
money for investment and circulation because when they have
sold the piece-goods to their customers, they receive only
a dated draft in return. The finance companies like to loan
them money if they can afford the high interest and give them
this dated check in exchange. if you have good connections,
no guaranty but only credit -----Hsin-yung)is reauir-( 信 用 ）
ed. (13) How can these finance companies have enough money
to lend out? One of the reasons is they themselves are
successful piece-goods merchants with a great amount of
capital. The other reason is that they also invest their money
in other trades and get a large profit. At the same time,
the Chinese banks are willing to loan them large amounts
of money, but since they can afford big spendings with their
own money, the great amounts of money they get from the banks
are not necessary. Hence, they can use this left-over money
to loan to their clients in a business they themselves under-
stand very well.
If you have status in this trade, not only
can you borrow enough cash to circulate about but you can
also borrow actual piece-goods from other sellers for a long
period. This is the reason why only a relatively small amount
of money is needed to open a piece-goods firm. "In fact, very
few niece-goods merchants like to use their own money in all
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their expenditure and circulation, 99% of them borrow money
from different channels", one piece-goods firm owner added.
As the required amounts are small, can just anyone open a.
piece-goods firm in Hong bong if he has HK$ 20, 000 to
HK$ 100.000? The answer is 'no'! This is because you need
to have also good connections in borrowing money and borrowing
piece-goods for sale, and you need better connections in
buying and selling fabrics. This is one cintrolling element
in the expansion in this trade.
Although some of the piece-goods companies
occupy only small shop spaces, even the biggest firms in
this trade have no more than three shop spaces. Many merchants
in this trade told the writer that not all the companies
with small shop areas are really small, also not all the 'big'
firms with three shops are really big, since some of them
like to use their shops as warehouses. They place the piece-
goods in their shops to fill the whole house and allow just
a narrow passage for exit. On the other hand, some really
large piece-goods firms have their own warehouses in the
upper floors of the shops, or stock their fabrics at ware-
houses elsewhere. At first glance, the,,,., appear to have few
fabrics but many samples. Since their products are ma ini y
ordered directly from the textile factories and are not bought
from left-over stocks, the required products may bF= still
being produced in the factories. This means that we cannot
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use the physical size of the companies to judge their degree
of success. i= lso, we must note that having a great amount of
trade does not necessarily mean they have made a great profit
Thusit does not follow that companies witha great deal of
business are all big companies, since the prices of the
same kinds and the same classes of fabrics can vary greatly
( the variation depending mainly on the supplu and demand
and the conditions of the sellers).
Although some piece-goods firms are relatively
large, some are small bothcan survive in their own ways.
The owners in this trade always say, When we have limited
money, we have a special way of opening a small business
but if we have more money, we can change the trading style
to suit the special needs"(.
In this trade, 90% of the firms are unlimited companies,
only a few large firms have changed themselves into limited
companies when they are successful. One large piece-goods
firm owner explained this situation, he said, If you have
only limited money, you can still open a small limited company,
If you do so, you cannot get money from the Chinese banks
easily and you cannot get piece-goods from the sellers easily.
You can close your company when you feel the profit is too
small and you have only limited responsibility. Because you
are just the owner of the limited company, even if you still
have 1 million dollars in your account, you need not use all
your money to pay for the debts. Thus, it is very risky to
the Chinese banks and sellers, so they refuse to take this
risk. But if your company is large, everyone in this trade
knows your name. Even if your company is a limited company,
the Chinese banks and sellers still believe you. If your
company is an unlimited one, then if you close it down you
have to sell all your belongings to pay the debts. Therefore,
the risk in lending money and piece-goods to unlimited
companies is relatively smaller. If the banks and sellers
trust the unlimited company, rather than the limited one, it
is because they believe the person but not the company.
C. Features of small family firms in the piece-goods trad
i) Low degree of bureaucratization
There is a primary division of labour in the
piece-goods businesses. All are divided into managerial staff
and fundamental staff. The managerial staff is made un of 1
to 3 owners or :tanagers, depending on whether they are part-
ners in the firm or not. But one thing is sure, that is,
the owner is also the manager. That is, no extra manager will
be employed by the owner. The fundamental or basic staff
includes one accountant, one or no shop-to-shop saleman, 3
general workers and 1 driver. No sophisticated hierarchical
structure is found. The owner is the dicision-maker and
controls the employees directly. He knows all the workers
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personaiiy and ne is iamiiar witn tneir gamily conditions
in other words,there is face-to-face interaction and
communication between owner-manager and workers. Internally,
written communication is rarely used everything is done
orally.
Moreover, since the organizational structure
is simple owners need to do everything directly( y
----- do everything by himself). One of the reasons is to
save more money because they need not employ many employees,
the other reason is they have greater ability to control
the company in the way they like. For example, say they like
to buy the piece-goods from the South-east Asian countries
by themselves directly. Since the timing and decision are
very important, they directly determine the success of the
company. Hence, they do not want to give this responsibility
to their employees. Also, they may have better relationships
with the sellers than the employees for instance, they may
have special discounts, conveniences and privileges. Sometimes,
they may teach their sons buying techniques, especially when
they -themselves_beg-in-to_retirement age and want to hand
their firms over to their sons gradually.
ii) The power relationship between father and son
In the family firm, the power structure is
similar to the power structure of the family itself. That
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means, the father has the highest authority in controlling
the firm. He is also the managing director or general manager
of the company. The sons are subordinate to him. That is,
the father is the boss, and the sons are his employees.
He not only controls the business but also controls his
sons' connections. He does not encourage his son to contact-
outsiders, since this may being a potential threat to
the family firm thus their social interactions are mostly
related to members of their own family. For example, when I
first interviewed the son of one piece-goods firm owner,
even though the father knew that I knew his son and knew the
purpose of my interview, he still did not allow his son to
answer my questions because he was afraid his son might
disclose commercial secrets to me and in that way threaten
of his firm.
Although the father controls the final decision-
making of the firm, sometimes he may consider his sons'
opinions, especially those of the elder son or the son who
has received higher education and is known to be having rich
knowledge in solving problems. However, the final decision
always rests on him. For example, the general manager of one
piece-goods company whom I interviewed told me that in the
past his father always controlled the buying. Unfortunately,
his taste was not suitable for the market. Consequently, the
company lost a great deal of money. After that moment he
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gave his father a hand. He advised his father about the
fashions in piece-goods. Since he made good sense, his
opinion was accepted. His father than gave more power to him
in buying. After some successful attempts, his father
gradually handed over the authority to him and himself merely
held the post as managing director to nominally supervise
him. The father than paid more attention to his own land
investment. Three additional Cases were found similar to this
situation.
iii) Recruitment: kinsmen versus outsiders
In general, the scale of business in niece-
goods is fairly small and outsiders are only employed as
laborers and bookkeepers. The important posts are given to
the members of the family. Always, their posts in the firm
are determined by their positions in the family. If a man
is the eldest son, he is more likely to succeed to his father's
business earlier than his younger brothers. If he has proved
to be successful, he then holds a post in the top management.
Even though the sons may have no ability in management, they
can still maintain higher positions in the company, especially
when their father has more than one company. (Refer to the
Case 10 on P.109)
In these ways of succession, the relative ages
of the fathers and sons, and their relative standards of
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education are the key elements to influence their father to
pass his business on to them. If their father reaches the
retirement age, and if they are mature enough, the father
will gradually pass his business to them. On the other hand,
if their father is not too old and has younger sons, he does
not have to face the succession problem so soon. Education
is important in that a father is more apt to believe in the
ability of his educated sons, especially when they have
proved to be successful in managing the company already. On
the other hand, education does not usually prove more import
ant than age in influencing a father's decisions. Even if
he is educated a younger son may not be so lucky. In one
case I met, the father had three piece-goods firms. When he
reached retirement age, he gave his three firms to his three
elder sons, but the fourth sons was not so lucky. Though he
had a bachelor degree in business management, he could only
work outside in a textile factory, no position was given to
him. (Refer to the Case 2 on P. 103
However, it is fair to point out that this
fourth son received a much better education than his brothers.
This could mean that his father gave him (4th son education
instead of property (i.e. the firm) to compensat e for being
deprived of the right of succeeding to a business of his
own, since his father had only three shops. It is possible,
too, that the father had hopes of finding a potential way to
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diversify his family business through his 4th son in the
future.
In the family firm, even the manager has no
fixed salary or holiday. Everybody invests his time and labor
to make the enterprise succeed. If you work hard, that means
you are loyal to the family. Thus no holiday is expected by
the family members. The it status in the firm depends almost
entirely on their position in the family. They pool their
earnings in the hope of buying property or esta.lishing or
expanding their joint business.
Of course, not all the members of a family are
available to work for their own firm some maybe too young
and still receiving education at school, some may have their
own jobs and do not like to inherit the posts many may not
like to work as ordinary workers just because the:,' are the
sons of the owner. In such circumstances, outsiders are
recruited into the family firm. r.s just mentioned, all the
important posts are already occupied by the members of the
family, only the subordinate Posts have vacancies. In the
past, all the vacancies were filled by kinsmen or the people
introduced by friends or by employees. Pic-ce-goods owners
did not recruit by adertisement. If no, suitable people
were found, sometimes, they would stick a small notice of
the vacancy on the door of the company. If people saw it and
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wantea to apply, they just went in to see the owner imme-
diately. No application form or application letter was needed.
The owner would enquire about the applicant's working experience
and tell him the working conditions. He liked people who
were willing to work harry and be obedient. If the conditions
were mutually acceptable, the applicant would come to work
in this company as soon as possible.
At present, the situation is not the same. As
some of the piece-goods owners told the writer, though some
of the employers still recruit in these ways, it depends on
the requirements of the posts. When they employ bookkeepers,
they prefer to recruit female outsiders through advertisement.
Since bookkeepers take care of the finance, they feel that
if they employ kinsmen it will threaten the stability of the
company, because kinsmen may use their position to make their
own profit. So the owners prefer to employ outsiders and
female outsiders because they consider females less ambitious.
As outsiders, their duty is to do the routine work, no decision-
making power is given to them. In employing ordinary workers,
too, the trend is to employ as few kinsmen as possible
recruitment is then done mainly by means of the recommendation
of friends.
in the past, people liked to employ kinsmen,
because they thought they had the responsibility to bring
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their kinsmen into society, to help them to earn a better
living. Also, they needed to give face to the elder relatives,
especially those who had helped them before. When they
requested and when the company had a vacancy, the owner would.
be quite ashamed (不好意思) not to employ the people
recommended by the relatives. At the same time, kinsmen were
thought to be more reliable. Sometimes the owners had seen
them grown up, known their personalities and family backgrounds
Hence, it was easiler for them to decide whether they were
trustworthy （靠得住) . They were eager to find people who
would be loyal to the company, because they had to manage the
goods and money. In selling the piece-goods and determining
the prices, a great deal of freedom is necessary, and if
workers steal the goods and money, owners are not able to
find out simply because they do not have a perfect kind of
management system. Through the employment of kinsmen, they
used to feel that they could ensure that the people were
more reliable. But now, the younger owners especially do
not depend on kinsmen as much. As one owner told me, it is
easy to invite a relative to one's business but it is
difficult to ask a relative to leave (亲戚易请难送）
If you ask them to leave, they will complain that you do not
consider them as your own people (自己人) . This social
pressure always forces the owner to open one e re but keep
the other eye shut （售跟开售眼开）
his workers.
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However, employing through advertisement is
not a perfect method either. The shortcoming is that owners
do not know these people well, and so they cannot guarantee
that they are reliable. Also, such workers lack a sense of
loyality. They only do their work at office hours in the
company. They consider themselves to be only employees and
are not completely involved with the company. Because they
lack a sense of loyality and commitment, they resign more
often than do kinsmen. Nevertheless, the owner can order
them to do hard work and still not feel ashamed. The exchange
of money for service is quite clear and easy. Since the owners
want to maintain the advantages but minimize the shortcomings
of employing non-kinsmen, one compromise is to recruit people
recommended by their friends. They require of them relevant
working experience but being kinsmen is not essential, or
sometimes non-kinsmen are preferred. Nowadays, an owner's
sense of responsibility to bring kinsmen into society, to
help them to earn a better living is weak. They, especially
the younger owners, will not be ashamed not to employ the
people recommended by their friends if they have no vacancy.
All the piece-goods companies are relatively
small companies, and, as we have said already, the organiz-
ational system is quite simple. Owners need not employ
university graduates or people who have professional
qualifications. If a university graduate applies to there for
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a job, they will not consider employing him, because they
think that he will leave immediately after he has found a
better job. They assume that educated people dislike this
kind of job and only want to do it temporarily when they are
not employed. The old Chinese saying----- Sitting on the
ox to find the horse (骑牛温马） can explain their belief.
At the same time, university graduates need to be retrained
from the most.basic things as ordinary workers, since their
academic qualifications and knowledge have no practical
use and the employers want them to learn through practical
trading. No guidelines or principles can be laid down. Since
owners can only offer junior jobs to university graduates
and they think that such employees only want to do them
temporarily when they are not employed, no university graduates
or people who have professional qualifications are employed.
As a result, trading styles stay at the traditional stage.
The piece-goods owners do not know how to improve and they
believe that their experience and trading style are perfect.
D. Analysis of the family firm
i) The family firm development cycle and the inheritance
problem in the piece-goods trade
when we studythe cycle of the family firm, a
look at the following cases may be useful.
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(Case 1)
Mr. DUNG was a piece-goods hawker 15 years
ago. At that time, he did not employ anybody to help him.
He and his wife worked together to sell low price fabrics
in the market place of the Central District. Because he was
hard-working and clever, 5 years later he had earned enough
money to open a small piece-goods retailing firm near their
original stall. After the expansion of his own firm, his
children and 2 relatives joined the firm as workers. 5 more
years later he opened a retailing branch in the new piece-
goods clustering area----- Jordan District.
(Case 2)
Mr. KWOK was a small piece-goods firm owner
in Sham Shui Po more than 20 years ago. In the past, he was
a retailer selling low-price fabrics owing to a lack of
capital. After 10 years or so, he gradually changed his shop
from retailing to wholesaling. Following the boom in this
trade, he earned a great deal of money and opened two more
piece-goods wholesaling shops on the same street. Because









Figure 10.Mr. K4OK' s family
Because his eldest child is a daughter, she
could only work in the firm as a salesman even after she was
married. When Mr. KWOK was 60 years old, he gave the manage-
ment power of his 3 piece-goods firms to his 3 elder sons.
He only supervised them when necessary. His three elder sons
had only received secondary school education. One of them
even dropped out when he was s tudving in form three. Because
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they were wealthy, Mr. KWOK wanted his youngest son to receive
higher education. Lucky, his fourth son got his bachelor of
business management degree at the Chinese University of Hong
Yong last year. Now, he is employed in a textile and dying
factory as an executive. No management work of his father's
3 shops was given to him. The last daughter, Miss KWOK, is
too young and still studying at school.
(Case 3)
Mr. Y UE was a piece-goods worker in 1,1 Yuen
Street West 45 years ago. After 10 years working, he had saved
enough money to open a piece-goods company in Li Yuen Street
West 15 years later. His investment got a further success.
Nowadays, his company stands as one of the most successful
in this business. He has one daughter and son-in-law, but no
son. He gave the buying power to his son-in-law to buy fabrics
directly from Japan. He himself stays in Hong Kong to manage
the selling affairs.
This is an interesting example of the flexibillt
of the Chinese family model. nlthough he had no son, Mr. YUE




Mr. LEE was a junior office bou in one riece-
goods company in Wing On Street when he was 15 year old. 10
years later, he cooperated with one of his good friends to
open a piece-goods company in Jervois Street of Sheung Wan.
Since he had only a little money, his shares were relatively
small and he could not get the decision power in trading.
Some years later, he withdrew his investment from this firm
and used the capital to open a new piece-goods wholesaling
firm in the Sham Shu Po piece-goods clustering area. Now,
he still cooperates with two of his old friends, but he
occupies a decisive majority of shares in this company and
acts as managing director. His wife is now also helping him
to manage his company, especially when he is trading abroad.
In fact, she is an informal assistant managing director in
this company.
(Case 5)
Mr. YEUNG was an employee in two big piece-
goods firms many years ago. Now he has used his capitla to
join with two former piece-goods hawkers to open a big piece-
goods wholesaling firm in Sham Shui Po. These two hawkers are
his kinsmen. Also, one of his nephews is joined to the company.
Since this kind of family firm has a lower degree of division
of labor, all of them in fact are working as both managers and
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workers. His firm is now a successful company with three
storeys to stock the fabrics. Its capital is larger and his
company has about 10 employees.
(Case 6)
Mr. LEW was an employee in one big piece-goods
firm many years ago. After working in the company for a long
time, he earned .enough money and had developed good relation-
ships with the potential customers, to he open an one shop area
piece-goods firm. As his company is owned by himself, no partner
is needed. His wife's younger brother is joined to the company,
but only as worker. due to lack of experience in this business.
Sometimes, Mr. LEW's wife goes to the company to help him to
run it. Since his children are too young, he also needs to
employ outsider workers in addition his wife's younger brother,
and buys fabrics from Japan directly by himself.
(Case 7)
Mr. HO is about 65 years old. His father was
also a piece-goods merchant in Canton many decades ago. Now,
Mr. HO is a rich piece-goods company limited owner in Jervois
Street. His younger brother and some of his close relatives
hold a small part of the shares. of this company. The turnover
of this company was great and he could earn a lot of money.
He used his money to open a finance company to loan capital
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to people in the piece-goods business at 10% interest for 90
days loans. Because he was rich, he supported his son to read
for a Ph.D. degree in the U.S.A.. Now his son is a lecturer
in Biology in one of the universities in the U.S.A.. Because
his son is a professional, he will not give up his profession
to inherit his father's business. Now, Mr. HO manages his
own companies, but he does not know what will become of them,
when he gets older.
(Case 8)
Mr. LEE is about 53 years old. He belongs to
the second generation of his piece-goods company. His father
is still alive and holds the managing director position in
the piece-goods firm. Because their kinsmen are rich and hold
a good deal of land in Hong Kong, he has opened a land invest
went company and used most of his time on land investment. He
just wants to keep the piece-goods firm in a stable condition
he is not eager to have further development. He has many sons
and daughters, all of them are studying.in foreign countries.
They will not like to give up their occupations in those
countries and come back to Hong Kong. Also, Mr. LEE does not
encourage them to come back since he thinks a piece-goods
merchant has little vrosnect.
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(Case 9)
Mr. LEE is a 2 5 year o l d young man. He has
not received too high education but can sneak fluent English.
His father gave the managing power to him to run a big niece-
goods wholesaling company in Sham Shui Po. Old Mr. LEE is only
nominally the managing director. He is seldom concerned with
these affairs. Now, they have 3 other branches in both Hong
Kong and Kowloon sides. The first in Li Yuen Street East is
a piece-goods retailing company. The second is in Jordan District
doing the same trade. But the third shop is a boutique in
Causeway Bay selling fashion clothing. In this case, no inheritance
problem is found. i`ir. LEE and his brothers enjoy their status.
(Case 10)
Mr. MAO is about 70 years old. He had two piece-
goods firms in Sham Shui Po and one land investment company
in Central District. Ten years ago, he gradually passed his
piece-goods business over to his two sons. At first, he put
his elder son in his piece-goods cornnany and taught him the
relevant knowledge. At that time, this elder son was receiving
post-secondary education ana only used part of his time to help
his father. Five years later, the son felt that he had more
interest in piece-goods trading. So, he gave up his education
and directly worked as the general manager in one of his father's
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piece-goods firms. At the same time, owing to the influence
of his father and his brother, the younger son joined the
other piece-goods firm too. Even though this younger son had
not much knowledge in piece-goods trading, his father still
gave him an important post as the general manager. Thus the
father could use more time to run his land investment company.
In order to maintain the brevity and clarity of
the thesis, many similar cases have been omitted. My prelimi-
nary descriptive analysis of the above case material follows
below (It is expanded in Chapter V where I attempt to generalize
some of my findings with the use of two analytical models.
Finally, in Chapter VI, I draw up a list of some of the
hypotheses for further investigation which my study suggests).
When you want to open a firm, the two basic re-
quirements are the necessary capital and the knowledge in this
trade. If you have a small amount of money, you can oven a
street stall first. In this stage, you can earn a living and
save the money for expansion on the one hand, and practice to
learn the knowledge and experience in this field on the other
(see Case 1). When you open a stall or one small firm, the
capital required is relatively small, hence the risk is
accordingly lower. Even when your trading is unsuccessful, you
only lose a little money. If you are lucky, you can use this
opportunity to earn money veryuickly.
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Some people may not have enough money to
open a stall at once. Hence, they may work as employees in
this trade (see Cases 3,4, 5 & 6). Through their work, they
can learn how to contact and attract customers and know the
skill involved in this trade. (Also, they can earn money in
other legal or illegal ways).
If you have the required money and knowledge,
you can attempt really to open a piece-goods firm. Since the
capital you have may be small, hence you can only afford to
open a small firm at the first stage or run it with some other
people as partners. If partnership is used to open a firm, the
percentage of shares a person holds is an index of the division
of power. If your share holding percentage is low, you are
subordinate to the boss and work as an employee in some sense.
After a person has earned enough money, he may open another
company of his own or hold a large percentage of shares in the
new company. Then, of course, his profit increases. Of course,
some people may not like to work as employees or open small
stalls, they may open a big firm at once if they have the
necessary requirements and have enough money. If you open a
big firm at the first stage with not enough experience and
knowledge, it is very dangerous but some people like to
take this risk.
At the first stage, retailing is the most
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practical way of surviving. Since the required amount of money
is smaller and the profit comes quicker and bigger than in
wholesaling, the risk is, in turn, smaller, but the disadvantage
is that you can get a slow and small profit.After some success-
ful trading, you may have enough money to open a wholesaling
firm to earn more money, but the disadvantage now is that you
need to have long-term investment which involves an uncertainty
about the market situation. The required amount of money is, of
course, greater, and the danger is accordingly bigger too.
Since the wholesaler always needs to loan goods to his customers,
the money turn-over rate is low and the amount of money concerned
is larger.
because of the disadvantages in wholesaling,
some people may use the money earned from the mature stage of
the firm to invest in a short-term but more profitable invest
ment. To open. a land investment company (see Case 8 and Case
10), to open a finance company (see Case 7) or to diversify to
related businesses (see Case 9) are some alternatives. But
some people prefer to start as retailers and then develop as
wholesalers only (see Case 2).
In the further development of the company, the
need for labor is accordingly enlarged. enlorking all by oneself
may be a problem, since it can be difficult coping with the
new environment. Hence, the owner needs to get help. Who is
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the most suitable candidate? His son! Since the family is
patrilineal, if the son wants to inherit the business of his
family, he can do so.
Why do some of the sons like to inherit the
family property? One reason may be that they can be one of
the employers rationally. In fact, some of them give up their
studies in the middle of their secondary education because
they think studying is a dull and useless affort (see Case 2).
Even if they drop out from school, their family firms will
still accept them. Hence they have something to lean on and
may thus take their studies as secondary.
On the other hand, the father may want some
of his sons to honour the clan and ancestors (光宗耀）
The methods may be to get high academic qualifications, to be
employed as a senior official in government, or to get rich
in business. Since the father is the owner of the piece-goods
firm, he has the money to support his sons for their further
studies. Besides, he may expand his company and prefer his
sons to get the expertise to help his firm in the future. Hence
he may support his sons' studies to honour the clan and ancestors
on the one hand, and on the other as a long-term investment
for his own business. After being educated, the sons may have
professional qualifications. Then, they may not easily give
up their professions to enter the piece-goods trade (see Case 7
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and Case 8). Besides, the piece-goods company does not need
such highly qualified people to manage such a simple organiz-
ation. Since the structure of this kind of firms is simple,
even an uneducated person can work and learn. So, the advant-
ages, say, of higher academic qualifications, held by the
educated sons have lost their usefulness. On the other hand,
since the environment is changed, and the education standard
is generally improved, their choices are greatly increased.
Under the influence of individualism, their own achievement
motives may be strengthened. If they stay in their own family
firms, their feeling of self-satisfaction may be weaker. As
a result, the first aim of the successful merchant investing
in his sons may fail. After finishing their education, they
may feel staying at the piece-goods firm as owners but give
up the chance to develop their academic potentials in their
own professions may be a foolish decision.
This internal contradicatory force casues the
decline of the piece-goods firm. But very lucky, not all
the sons of the firm owners have the required ability to
receive higher education. Some of them get poor academic
results owing to their laziness and stupidity. Then they arE
forced to stay and work in their own firms. Their Door luck,
in turn, helps the firm to recruit some necessary and loyal
members. It is probable that such fairly well-educated sons
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are willing to join their own family firms when they have
finished their schooling, especially those whose fathers
have large businesses. However, one experienced piece-good:
merchant told the writer that less than 30% of sons want
to inherit their father's piece-goods businesses.
Since they are younger, educated, and full
of energy, those sons who do go into the business may intro-
duce a trading style that may add an element of progress to
the firm. On the other hand, due to the lack of experience
and the technique which have to be learned from the job and
not from the textbooks, their adventureous spirit may damage
the stability of the family firms. Anyway, the survival and
inheritance problem is then not too severe. If the inheritance
crisis get more serious, the future of the niece-goods firm
is not so bright. In the past, owing to the fewer alternatives
provided to the younger generations and the backwardness in
educational development, there was no serve inheritance pro-
blem, but now, because of the results of general social change
this particular situation is changed. The ability and expectat
ions of the younger generation are often different and the
static structure of the family firm may not be able to meet
the spirations of the young and educated persons anymore.
Because many of the piece-goods firm owners are not yet old
enough to retire or pass away in the near future, there is
not enough evidence to support or challenge the above argue-
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went. Therefore, the inheritance problem is still an un-
known question. We need time to test it further.
ii) The problem of empl ying outsiders
in the past, as mentioned before, no severe
inheritance problem was found. Outsiders, if any, found it
difficult to occupy key positions in the family firm. They
were only employed as clerks and laborers. Typically, the
members of the patrimonial group were in an adequate number
and could effectively share among themselves the responsibilities
of managing the firm. Only when the firm grew beyond a certain
point did the hiring of outsiders to fill managerial positions
become a vital and inevitable requirement. Today, following
the change of environment, fewer and fewer sons like to
enter their fathers' business. This reinforces the need to
recruit outsiders.
The introduction of an outsider may give
rise to conflict. Family firm members suspect that an out-
sider seeking employment wants to learn the secret of the
business so that one day he may set up a business for himself
in competition with their firm. Hence, in this phase, there
is a strong desire on the part of the family firm to maintain
present activities rather than expand and create competitors
and business rivals in the future( Cases 4,5 and 6 are
examples).
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As the firm grows, the need for expertise
and the specialization of roles increases. The family can-
not provide enough experts (though it can provide some),
and outside technicians must be employed. Secondly, as the
firm spreads geographically this problem becomes more acute.
Thirdly, the need for the financing of expansion involves
the firm in extra-familial credit relationships with banks
and finance companies. These creditors, in a desire to vro-
tect their investments, are likely to insist on certain
criteria of business management and procedure which bring
in outsiders.
Luckily, the above mentioned situations are
not common in the piece-goods business. It seems that family
firms can maintain their original structure. In fact, of course,
family ownership is not a pre-requisite to open a piece-goods
firm. Recently some young people have grouped together to
open small piece-goods firms. Since they have to survive,
they are willing to give up all the family ties and obligations
which are usually found in family firms. All their actions
are money oriented. (The said phenomenon was told by the
writer's informants.) This situation has further sharpened
the keen competition in the market. This impact wakes up the
members of the family firm to cope with the challenge. Their
decisions and actions then change to be more secular and
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practical, they only think about whether they can get more
profit and security through the employing of outsiders. If
this is practicable, they will employ outsiders. If not,
kinsmen or family members may still play a major role in
the piece-goods firms.
E. Evaluation of the family firm
The prevailing view is that advanced societies
are characterized by rational and universalistic forms of
organizations, whereas under-developed societies are more
traditional and particularistic in nature. Since family
firms are more traditional and particularistic in nature,
they only fit the requirements of the beginning stage of
the developing societies. When these societies grow, their
advantages disappear and in turn these firms obstruct the
development of the societies. If such societies develop, the
family firm will at last be eliminated. It is all. owed that
family firms, where traditional norms or practices are
treated more functionally as palliatives or stabilizing agents,
may prove useful in the solution of certain economic and
industrial problems. For example, traditional norms in
general, and family firms in particular, may exert a
supportive rather than a subversive influence on industrial
growth particularly in a society in transition. In such times
of flux and uncertainty, one can find some refuge and security
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in certain traditional forms of social organization, and
thus, family firms may have reinforcing rather than retard-
ing effects on industrial development.
The piece-goods firms in Hong Kong are still
in the immature stage. No obvious change has occurred in the
past 2 decades even under the impact of rapid social change.
No large capital nor foreign capital likes to invest in piece-
goods commercial firms. If they are interested in fabrics,
they prefer to invest directly in piece-goods making factories
----- textiles factories, rather than piece-goods dealers.
Hence, the piece-goods firms stay on as family firms or small
firms. In other words, it could be argued that one reason
that these firms have stayed small is because no large con-
cerns have yet shown any interest in the kind of business
that they do.
A full evaluation of the economic performance
of family firms in this (or any other) trade is not possible
here, because it would need expertise in economics that the
writer does not possess. All that seems appropriate to a
preliminary descriptive analysis of the present kind (which
is based on interviews and observation of a sociological
nature only) is to point out that at present this economic
niche certainly still exists. Although the economic situation
is undoubtedly changing and some firms organized on rather
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different principles have begun to appear, it is still too
early to predict the complete disappearence of family firms
from the piece-goods trade in Hong Kong.
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Chanter V. Conclusion
In this thesis, I discussed the core issue of the
adaptational problems of the family firm, beginning with the
phenomenon of business clustering, It was this feature of the
piece-goods trade that first attracted me to carry out this study.
According to my finding, there is not enough evidence to
show that business clustering only exists or is more advantageous in
family firms. For example, banks and hotels like to cluster together,
but they are not family firms. On the other hand hand, some family firms
like groceries or small commercial firms are mostly family firms,
but they are scattered everywhere. In fact, it exists also in other
trades beyond the piece-goods business, and also in manufacture
industries, both traditional and modern. it occurs in other countries,
as well as Hong Kong, and also existed in the past.
In the business cluster, it is more advantageous for the
merchants to contact personally their customers, especially if they
emphasize personal contact in trading. On the other hand, business
slustering intensifies the competition of the companies. Lven if
there were no business clusters, there would be competition. But
business clusters increase the intensity o competition, which is
disadvantageous to the economically weak and unstable companies.
According to Leerning's argument (1977), there is a higher closing-
rate in the business clusters, but there is no evidence to support
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this argument in the piece-goods business. Whether the business
cluster is suitable for an individual firm depends on its own
characteristics and economic b,ckground.
In the core issue of fay ily firms, there is a common
belief that with social change family firms are bound to disappear,
and that they are necessarily inaporop,riate for economic development.
Besides, tradition is generally seen as a factor inimical to indust-
rial and commercial growth. In fact, family firms are traditional in
general, but this does not mean they are necessarily inappropriate
for economic development. 'Hollowing Khaiaf and Shwayri's argument
(1966), some of the traditional norms and -ractices need not, as is
often changed, be inimical to industrial and commercial growth. In
fact, family firms have exerted a positive effect on modernization,
as we have already discussed in the above chapters and shall mention
again separately in detail. In any case it is a fact that a great
number of family firms do exist in Hong Kong. Does the existence of
family firms in Hong Kong mean that they have advantages for survival
in those societies under rapid social chancre? If we answer this
question, we must notice that Hong Kong is row in a transitional
period., a num1r)er of traditional norms are still maintained there.
Even though family firms exist in Hong Koh- it does not me in that
they are advantageous for survival in shose transitional societies.
These family firms may be declining tholic, still existing in Hong
Kong. Itence, be 1 r ore we can make a judgemen t, we must examine theca
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issue in detail
In the above chapters, we found that in the degree of
formalization, the piece-good firms have shown some improvements in
the past few years, though they are still too low, incomplete and
passive. In the buying of goods from foreign countries, they follow
the requirements of the objective to formalize their procedure. They
sign cotracts and pay deposits, for example. The concept of "Words
are as valuable as gold"
（ 牙 齒 當 金 使 ） and mutual trust has, in
fact, disappeared from the buying process.
Advanced services like telegraphs, telephone calls and
bank services are of course in constant use to adapt the demands of
the society.
In the degree of differentiation, the piece-goods firms
still stay at the immature stage. Since the owners are also the
managers, the decision-making power are centralized on the owners.
Their experience-oriented trading style makes it difficult for their
followers to follow. Due to the lack of guidelines in choosing piece-
goods, the success of the present owners in trading does not mean
that the companies will continue to keep their advantages after the
succession of the younger generation to the management positions.
Besides, ownership and mangement are two different things.Anyone
who attempts to manage a business without knowing the techniques
is bound to make mistakes which may entail failure; just being
the owner is not going to make one necessarily a successful manager.
Inevitably, owners of family firms want to maintain their own full
control, they want their family members, especially their sons, to
inherit their business when they retire or pass away. Whether the
educated sons of the owner are willing to 'inherit the business' can
be a crisis for any family firm.
In the niece-goods business, there are not too severe
inheritance problems. One reason is that the o :ner in this trade arep
not too old at present they are still working in this trade. The
other reason is that some of their sons likE join the far-.111,17
firms though for various different reasons. The diagram on page 1'15
is a tentative model demonstrating the possible cycle of development
or collapse in family firms in the piece-goods business.
Since the owners of family firms .w,ant their families to
maintain their own full control, they rant their sons to inherit their
business. Educating them may be a way of long term investrment. On the
other hand, although they are the owners of `I--.-,e firms, and are
wealthy enough to educate their children. Yet of their children may
be so successfully educated as experts in different fields that they
may prefer outside development and refuse to join the firm. Never-
theless a few educated sons do still prefer to work in the family's
company because of their obligation or for other reasons. Then, the
father's business is successfully passed to the children. On the
other hand, though the fathers :-could like to educate their children,
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father's business passes to the children
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but their children may so arrogant because of family's wealth that
they may inattentive in school and get bad results. Therefore, they
may drop out of school. In this way, they need to find a job suitable
for them. Like the successful sons just mentioned, they too may
decide to work outside for furt'ier development, but due to their
lack of ability, they may get frustrated in the society easily
and, some of them may reconsider to stay in their own family firm.
Here is other road leading to the father's business is successfully
passed to the children.
In the piece-goods business, four ways that children
respond to their family firm are found. Since the fathers rl.-ly have
,lore then one child, then it is only neccessary for one child to like
to inherit their business for the inheritance problem not to happen.
According to some experienced. piece-goods merchants, very few well
educated sons like to inherit their fathers' business. The exception
is when their fathers' business is very successful. Why? One reason
is that they get their expected status, power and economical reward
easily from the family firms. The other reason is that they can use
their family firm as a base to develop their own expectant businesses.
Some cases in the piece-goods business showed that fathers gave
money to their sons to run new companies in other related or even
quite unrelated businesses.
The other problem related to the question of inheritance
in family firms is: Is family management contrary to the concepts of
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fundamental free competition, equality of opportunity, and the
best man for the job? The answer is negative! In family firms, no
outsider can easily get the management position if the owners'
families can assist or inherit their businesses. This ohenornenon is
prominent in small family firms due to the owners being afriaid of
losing their controlling Dower. In some large family firms, .'i.ng On
Company Limited for instance, the owners like to give up a Dart of
management power to the bast mar: for the job but under the condition
that they can guarantee their controlling power.
Fathers passing their businesses to their sons is a
way that families prov _de security to their members. This, in turn,
helps the fathers to pass their businesses. However, not all family
members have the required professional management knowledge. If thel
lack this type of ability, the companies may collapse under the
impace of keen competition. This limitation prevents them from
developing their firms into large companies.
Now, in ernplo ying minor staff, the owners no longer
insist on not recruit outsiders into their companies. In fact, they
prefer workers who are willing to work hard. I f an employee has the
necessary qualifications, they prefer to employ him through the
introduction of i eople they know, because by that way the uncertainty
about the employee will be minimized. Thus, their preference for
recruiting employees by recommendation i not as simple as just
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wishing to maintain a good relationship with their relatives or
friends. Their attitude has become more rational than before.
The other aspects under which I have studied the piece-
gcods firms as family firms are the environmental change and the
responses of the piece-goods merchants in trading in order to show
their ada-otational capacity.
In the selling of goods, personal contact is emphasized.
They wish to build up a harmonious personal relationship with their
customers in order to have their patronage. Therefore the period of
credit of goods can be stretched longer and longer. Since no
guaranty is used, some of them cannot receive the loaned goods or
money even after the deadline. As a result, they lose a lot of money.
Besides, the Piece-goods merchants depend too much on the brokers
in selling goods the former are- controlled by the latter. Hence,
some piece-goods merchants are dissatisfied with this situation. They
begin to contact their customers directly. One tea house near the
Sham Shui Po piece-goods cluster is already an informal piece-
goods exchange centre the geographical advantage of business
clustering makes their efforts more fruitful.
Responding to the supply shortage in piece-goods, more
than 100 piece-goods merchants directly o to the manufacturing
countries to place orders and diversify their buying preference into
more kinds of well-marketed piece-goods, instead of buying one
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svecial Mind of `gods. Some of them are seeking new sources of
supply. Then, more and more of them also buy piece-goods from the
new developing piece-goods manufacturing countries--- South Korea
and Taiwan. Unfortunately, the standard of the goods produced in
these countries is unstable. Therefore, t .ey have to be careful
and discernin with these sources.
Following the declinin of the local market due to
the competition from ready-made garments and the increase of
tailoring charges, some of the piece-goods merchants have diver-
sified their investments into some related trades or quick-return
or safer trades. Manv ppiece-goods wholesalers have opened piece-
goods retailing companies and fashion boutiques in another area.
Some of them have used their money in land investment, stock
investment, or have opened a finance company or restaurant( Refer
to table 6 on 'P-164 ) In short, the reactions of the Niece-goods
owners are rational in general. They experience conflict, competition
and cooperation in the new environment.
According to the above findin 's, tne writer would like
to present a tentative model summarising the various possible
stages of development of a piece-goods firm in Hong Kong in orde
to find out if there is a pattern of development in the family
firms.
In order to under stand the model exactly, the writer
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would like to present the thinking process behind its model const-
ruction. Below is the detailed description and exlanation:-
According to the sampling research in my thesis, T
find that the general developmental stages of the family firms may
be as follows:-
The degree of maturity immature maturegrowing
stageof the family firm stage stage
diversification
types of trade retailing wholesaling
of investmen
business ownership sole ownershiT partnership partnership
of a street with relatively with larger
stall or small percentage percentage
bein employed of shares of shares




investment in the small me d ium large
company
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if we use a three dimensional model to link up these
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Figure 12. Tentativethree dimensional model
of the developmental pattern of
the family firms
In this model, there are many possible ways of deve
loping a family firm. For example, one of the developmental ways of
a family firm may be from al to b to c.
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Since it is a three dimensional model, every point has
its position among three elements. In the point al, for example,
this means:-
i) The immature stage of that family firm --- its owner
who first opened a street stall or works in the
related trade.
ii) This street stall or company is a retailing company.
iii) With small amount of ca:)ital investment.
since the colour o-- ai is oiacK, prom Zne Key we KnoW
that is was an immature stage in the development of the family firm.
If the flow goes from al to b6, it means that the
c om :many was already developed as:
i) The individual opened a sole ownership company or
opened a partnership company with determinant
percentages of shares.
ii) This company was a who Le salln, company.
iii) With medium amount of capital investment.
Since the colour of b6 is blue, we know that this was
a growin stage in the development of that family firm.
A flow from b6 to c9, it means that the company is
already developed as:
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i) The individual opens a sole ownership company or a
partnership company with determinant percentages of
shares.
ii) He diverfies his investment
iii) with large amount of capital investment.
Since the colour of c9 is red, we k.now that this firm
has reached a mature stage of development.
However, it must be noted that if we use this model to
analyze the developmental pattern of family firr_is, we find that
it gives us some impossible situations. For exa:.ple, itis impossible
to open a wholesaling company or diversify the investment with only
a small amount of capital. Hence, points a4, a7, a6, a8, and a9
refer to cases that cannot exist in reality. It is also to be
noted that some situations are theoretically possible but not
common in practice, or rather I cannot find evidence in the field
study to support their possibility. Such cases would be men with very
large capital who have only opened a street stall or been employed
as workers, or hold very few shares in a partnership company. So,
in order to make the model concise, c1, c2, c4, cJ, c7 and c8 are
cancelled.
With these two sets of omissions, therefore, the model
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Figure 13. Revised tentative three dimensional
model of the developmental pattern
of the family firms
Note 1. In this model, the business ownership element refers to
the people who are now nolding the most percentage of shares in
this cor,nany. We used a. historical description to describe how he
developed his company into this stage. In his developmental history,
he may be employed in a mature stage family firm in this trade,
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while in his own developmental history he still belongs to the
immature stage.
2. Another note is that not all the piece-goods firms I
studied have reached the mature stage. Some may be only developed
into the growing stage or just at the beginning, say, immature
stage.
The following figure lists the paths and stages of
development followed and reached in all the 36 cases studied.
Figure 1 .4-, Stages and paths of development in
family firms in the 36 cases















































32 a2 b6 c9
33 a3 b3 c9
34 a3 b6 c9
35 a3 b9 c9
36 a3 b6 c9
From the data of the 36 cases, I find the







(Note: Number in bracket indicates no. of piece-goods firms
in that particular point)
Figure 15. Revised tentative three dimensional model
of the develompmental pattern of the family
firms with distribution frequencies at



























In this diagram, according to the frequencies we










Following this chart, we can raise the hypothesis
that the paths of development of a family firm .,iay have two
major patterns. One is the individual who first opened a street
stall or was employed as worker (a,) in piece-goods company
the other is the man who opened a sole ownership company or
occupied more percentage of shares in the partnership company
(a3). These kinds of companies are retailing firms and have
only small amounts of capital investment. Then, they may open a
sole ownership company or open a partnership company with deter-
mining percentages of shares (b6). Theses kinds of companies
are wholesaling companies with medium amounts of capital invest-
ment. If the companies develop further, investment (c9), and the
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amount of capital investment in the companies is large. These
kinds of companies are always owned by one individual or one
individual occupies a dominant percentage of shares
Since this is only a tentative model, the writer finds
some limitations in it:-
1) This model distinguishes the developmental pattern
into three stages. Therefore, there may be a
description lag to explain how it develops from
one stage to other.
ii) The model does not exolain how long the company
takes to develop from one stage to the next.
iii) This model is based on the data of the 36 piece-
goods firms I interviewed. It may not be suitable
for family firms in the other trades.
After a more static analysis of the developmental
pattern of the family firms, the writer wants to raise a
concluding remark. In general, family firms do have their
weakness: inheritance problem, management problem, lack of capital
for development and so on. Or. the other hand, they also have their
own strengths. Flexibility, security to their family members,
needing less capital to run the company are a few characteristics
of their strengths. In short, there are both weaknesses and
strengths in family firms. Whether these elements make it difficult
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for them to adapt in the society is uncertain. Besides, different
kinds of business may differentially suitable for being organized
as family firms. For example, groceries or small stores are more
likely and more suitable to be maintained as family firms to
serve the local community than to develop into a large firm in
today's competitive society, non-family members (outsiders)
are inevitably needed to be recruited into the :management level.
Formalization, diflerentiation and specialization are unavoidable.
Although there are many piece-goods family firms in
Hong Kong, this kind of family firm is declining in general. The,,
have gradually been losing their important position as middle
men in the whole trading process. Although they are eager to
cope with the problems, the crises have not obviously weakened.
One reason is that the merchants themselves cannot change the
environment by their own efforts. The popularity of ready-made
fashion leading to replacement of dress-making is an obvious
example. The other reason lies in the built-in weaknesses of the
family firm, inheritance problem and the :problem of recruiting
outsiders for instance, which, despite the various advantages
we have mentioned, nevertheless obstruct improvement.
Finally, I do want to point out that the major
methods I used to collect the data for this study were only
in-depth interviews and observation. Thus this first-hand
material lacks detailed documentation to check its accuracy.
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In such circumstances a degree of sunjective bias is almort
certainly inevitable.
Chapter Y1. hypotheses for further study
Finally, on the basis of the above descriptive
analysis, the writer will attempt to offer some sociological
generalizations about the family firm. These generalizations
should be treated as tentative hypotheses derived from a
preliminary investization of the piece-goods business in
Hong Kong. Their validity is to be weighed against further
empirical studies.
(1) If the younger generation of the family firm receive
more formal education and the original family firm does not
need any special personnel to run the firm, the educated
younger generation may not want to stay in the family firm
if they have other better alternatives. Then, there will be
a crisis over succession and inheritance when the owner
reaches retirement age or passes away.
(2) if the fathers' family businesses are very successful,
well educated sons will want to inherit their fathers' family
businesses because they can use them as a base from which to
develop their own expectant businesses later on.
(3 )If the owner of the family firm has more than one son,
and if some of the sons have not had the chance to receive
higher education and have had difficulty in finding suitable
jobs elsewhere, then they will be more likely to stay in their
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father's firm. Then, the potential crisis over succession
and inheritance may be solved temporarily.
(4) The methods which family firms adopt to cope with
the changes in their environment are rational. If their
effects are unsuccessful, this is because (i) the family
firms cannot change their environment and/or (ii) there
are certain built-in weaknesses in family firms which obstruct
imporovement.
(5) Business clustering is not exclusive to family firms
nor is it more advantageous to family firms than to non-family
firms. The advantages of business clustering are especially
great for businesses which emphasize personal contact in
trading.
(6) There is no causal relationship between a high closure
rate and business clustering.
Appendix 1. Field Methods
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Appendix 1. Field Methods
A. Samoling
Since the piece goods companies are concentrated in
Sheung wan, Central District, Sham Shui Po and Jordan District,
and there are many of these companies in each area, while on the
other hand, there is a lack of time, sampling is needed. Therefore l
although I would like to study all the areas I have to choose about
30 companies as samples. Since it is not easy to interview those
companies I want to study, subjective non-random sampling is
inevitable. The samples we choose provide us with both availability
and cooperation from the piece-goods businessmen. The sample size
depends on the practical situation. Because these businessmen
may not be open-minded, a certain degree of difficulty and non-
cooperation is expected.
B. Methods of getting knowledge and information
(1) In-depth and unstructured interviews with owners
or related people in this trade are used most of the time to
collect first hand data. In each interview, more than one hour
of talking is expected but no recorder is used. Since the data
collected in interviews may not be valid or may lack details, the
Writer will check all the questions by asking the same questions
to the other interviewees, and compare the findings to the other
sources.
(2) Observation non-participant and participant
observations will be used together.
In non participant observations, I shall go to the
piece-goods clusters as a visitor, to see the behavior of the
merchants in trading and enrich my background knowledge in this
trade.
In participant observations, I shall be accompanied
by the buyers I know when they are trading with the companies.
I hope I can take part in some activities which are organized by
the piece-goods merchants after I have made friends with some of
them through the interviews.
(3) Documents -o.•blished by the niece-goods merchants'
associations, public government documents and reference books in
the topic will also be used to test the validity of the data I
lave collected.
C. Methods of making contact
1) The planned methods of contact before the field wort
in contacting the companies, informal and formal
channels will be used together. I shall mainly use the informal
introduction of friends to interview the persons that are related
to my thesis. After building up a good relationship, I hope,




The steps planned initially are: First, I shall talk:
with persons I know before, tell them my interview purpose and
what I want to see, and request them to make contact for me
informally. Then, I will send a formal letter to the target
company or organization in the name of the Sociology Department
of The Chinese University of Hong Kong and w,Iith my own signature
to explain my purpose of the interview. After four days or so, I
shall phone that organization and arrange the interview time and
date. After every successful interview, I shall request the
interviewee, if possible, to introduce some relevant persons to
me for my next interview.
lne oZner cnanne± is tnrougn the torrnal procedure of
sending a formal letter to the company which I know and ring up
its owner to arrange the time and date of the interview. The next
steps are the same as those I have just mentioned.
ii) Revised methods of contact
a) The nroblems of the first planned methods of contact
In fact, the most successful and useful way is through
the informal introduction of the people the writer knows well to
interview the interviewee. Since I am introduced by their friends,
the interviewees are more willing to cooperate with me. But the
problem is whether I can find enough interviewees by myself or
through introduction. If so, can they reore sent all the piece-
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goods merchants?
If I request the interviewees to introduce some
relevant persons to me for my next interview after an interview,
I need to build up a good relationship with them first, otherwise,
they will not cooperate with a stranger, because some of them are
not so open-minded. However, the investments in time and money
required to build up a close enough relationships are too heavy
for the writer. At least, more than two working days and more than
one hundred dollars are needed in each case to build up the good
relationship. Besides, I cannot control the time and sched,zl,e.
As a result, in a week I can interview only one or not even one
interviewee in this way.
In addition, partly because I an, a young man myself
and also because they are more open-minded, the most cooperative
persons are always young men. If they introduce interviewees to me,
the latter are always young men too. Then, I can only interview
young rmen, but cannot contact the old and experienced piece-goods
firms owners. This greatly weakens the depth, the validity and
the degree of representation of the answers. However if there is
no another channel, this may be the most acceptable way of contact.
The second way is by using the name of The Chinese
University of Hong Kong. Although they know my purpose after
explanation, they still may not cooperate with me because they
are not very open-minded in general and are not accustomed to
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being interviewed. In addition, they will get no benefit for sure.
In general, this is not a good channel to be used.
b) Unexpected result and the revised contacting methods
In one interview introduced indirectly by my former
schoolmate's friend, the piece-goods company owner I interviewed
was eager to find some persons to assist him to organize his
piece-goods wholesaler's association which he and the other
directors had already started two years ago but still could not
run properly.
Because of this opportunity, I was officially appointed
by his association as consultant and organizer (with the agreement
of the Sociology Department of The Chinese University -of Hong Kong,
as private work). In addition, one graduate student of the Sociolog,
Department was also employed by the association on my request. Then,
I could use this chance both to collect the data for my thesis on
one hand and to collect the necessary information and complaints
from their members for the association on the other.
Since I was already employed by the association, I
was in a position to represent the association to interview its
members. As our position changed from being strangers to people
of our own they were willing to answer all my questions
in detail. Besides, because they knew that we were only graduate
students and would not compete with them in the piece-goods
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market, they were willing to answer all the sensitive questions
too. Thus, I was now in a position to interview all their
members easily in a short time.
At the same time, the other informal connections
were still used in order to broaden my insight in the piece-
goods business. Since the people I had interviewed so far did
not include any who were selling undyed fabrics and denim or
the merchants in Wing On Street, therefore, I requested some of
:my interviewees to introduce me to these people but I only
successfully interviewed one, a Wing On Street merchant. Hence,
the data I collected and analysed do not include people buying
and selling these kinds of fabrics.
Through contacting other friends I knew well, I
successfully interviewed some piece-goods rerchants in Li Yuen
Street East and West and Jordan District, with no help from
the wholesalers' association.
As a result, 36 related persons Arere successfully
interviewed. Although I had only 36 cases, the data included
more than 36 niece -goods companies, because I also requested the
interviewees to tell me about the other piece-goods merchants'
situation to support their arguments. Thus, I can use the data
which i got indirectly to analyze the problems. Besides the
interviews, I had the opportunity to talk with them informally
and took part in their meetings. Since the number of piece-goods
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firms in Hong Kong is about 395 (see Table,P-160), the proport-
ion of the sample of 36 to the total number of piece-goods firms
is 9.1%. In fact, the cases I selected came from every piece-
goods cluster and some piece-goods firms in the isolated area,
and I also considered the different types of classification. I
thin- the data I got can represent the whole trade with the
exception of firms dealing in undyed fabrics and denim. (see
Table' to Table 15 on p.161 to 'D.173 for detailed distribution.)
c) Date for i ntervie -ring the niece-goods merchants
I began to interview the related persons in July,
1979 and continued during a period of months, to February, 1980.
Owing to the lack of experience and connections in the first
few months, only a few people were interviewed. In fact, the
frequency of interview increased rapidly after I was appointed as
a consultant and organizer by the association starting from
Tovember, 1977. At that time, I could interview more than 3 merchants
in one day with not less than one hour for each in-decth interview.
D. Field study interviews
The data of my thesis were maily collected through
the above mentioned in-depth interview. In each interview, I
asked the interviewees a number of questions in order to collect
the related data for analysis. These questions were standardized,
and every interviewee was requested to answer the same questions
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in order to test the validity of the answers.
I began each interview by introducing myself and m
assistant to the interviewee, and explaining the aim of the
interview. All interviews lasted more than one hour, but the
total length depended on the degree of cooreration and the
Dractical situation.
Belo is the standardized questionnaire.
Questionnaire
A. The history of the piece-goods business and the %usiness cl:sterln
1. How many piece-goods clusters are there in Hong Kong and where
are the located'?
2. what are the differences among, Niece-gods sellin,-•s in hese
different clusters:
3.When did the piece-:goods firms open in these streets?
4. Wen did they bein to form as niece--nods c1 asters?
5. Has your firm stayed at the same place after you started this
kind of trading
6. a. If so, why have you not moved out':
b. I f not, why did you move in?
7. Why do this kinds of firms like to cluster?
8. what are the advantages and disadvantages of clustering here?
9. Are there any changes in these few piece-foods clusters? And
if so. whv?
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10. When was the peak of trading in this business and why? Can
you describe the situation in these periods?
11. When were the darkness periods in this business? Why? Can
you describe the situation in this period?
12. Are there any different periods of rising and declining in
different clusters?
13. Have you meet keen competition in the oiece-Fzoods cluster?
14. If so, can you describe and explain the situation of
competition?
15. Is there any monopoly phenomenon?
16. Do you think business clustering is rational?
1 7. Did the piece-goods companies in Mainland China also like
to cluster together?
10. If so, can you tell me the area and the period when they
clustered?
19. How do you avoid conflict and competition?
20. Is there any rule of the trade in the niece-goods business?
21. If so, what institution(s) design and supervise it?
22. How many associations are there in this trade and what are
their differences?
23. Do all piece-goods firms like to join the piece-goods
associations?
24. What are the main activities organized by the piece-good
associations?
25. Are there any services and welfare offered to their memher?
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B. Family firm
26. is your company a family-owned company
27. Can you tell me the development history of your
comDan?
28. Can you tell me the proportion of the family-owned
and non-family-owned companies in the piece-goods
business?
2o. Generally speaking, what is the usual size and capital
OF A piece-goods company ?
30. What is the size of the largest piece-goods business?
31. What is the size of the smallest Piece-goods business?
52. Can you tell me the organizational structure of your
piece-goods company?
33. How many employees are there in your company?
34. Is the owner also the manager in your company?
55. Is your company's structure a typical one in the piece-
goods business?
36. How much capital is needed to open a piece-goods
coman?
57. Do people like to run a piece-goods firm with other
people as partners or do they prefer to run it by
themselves?
38. What is the proportion of these two kinds of ownership
in the piece-goods business?
39. Are there any development stages related to the
different kinds of ownerships?
40. If so, what are the characteristics of each stage?
41. As just mentioned above, can you tell me the relation-
ships between the p.rtners? Are they relatives or
do they belong to the same ethnic groups or are they
just good friends?
42. What are their ways to collect the required capital
to open the piece-oods firms?
43. If they need to borrow money from the bank, what
kind of bank do they like to borrow from? And why?
44. Do these kind of piece-goods firms belong to unlimited
companies?
45. Can you tell me the reasons?
46. Have they diversified their investment? If so, what
kinds of trade do they like to invest in and why?
4-f. What are the major ethnic groups in the piece-goods
trading? Why?
48. Are there any newcomers to join in this trade in the
recent years? If so, which counties of people( in
China) are their places of o ria -in?
49. Are there any inheritance problems in the piece-goods
firms? How about you own company in this problem?
50. How did they solve this problem?
51. Do piece-goods firms like to recruit outsiders to
manage their companies?
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52. Do they prefer outsiders or relatives to work as
minor staff in their companies? Why?
53. Is there any attitude change in employing relatives
in the companies in these recent years?
54. What are the advantages and disadvantages of employ-
ing outsiders and relatives into the companies
C. Trad ing style and adaptation
55. Can you describe the phenomenon of lending goods to
the customers by the sellers?
56. How long do they lend to their customers in the past
and at present? (i.e. What is the loan period?
57. Is there any change? If so, what are the reasons?
58. what are their standards for determining the lending
period to their different kinds of customers?
59. What guarantee do their customers need to offer if
they want to borrow goods?
60. Are there any customers who run away with the goods
the sellers lend to them after the deadline of the
1oaning date?
61. Is this problem serious and common in the piece-goods
business?
62. How do you solve this problem?
63. Where are your products imported from?
64. Can you describe and explain the ways of buying different
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kinds of products from the different countries?
65. Do the owners go to the producing countries to buy
the piece-goods directly? Why?
66. If they assign agents to buy for them, what kind of
people do they like to assign?
67. Who are their customers?
68. Are there any differences among the customers in
different kinds of piece-goods?
69. Do they like to export their goods to the foreign
countries?
70. Is there any middle man in this trade?
71. If so, what are their functions?
72. Flow do the foreign traders know the names of the
piece-goods companies in Hong Kong?
'(5. Why do they like to buy piece-goods from Hong Kong?
74. Is there any change in this in recent years?
75. What is the role of the shop-to-shop salesmen and
brokers in the piece-goods trading?
76. Is there any commission system in this trade?
77. Is there any change in the dependence upon the shop-
to-shop salemen and brokers in trading in this recent
years? Why?
78. Is there any difference of trading style in different
kinds of piece-goods companies? Why?
Appendix 2. Tables
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Table 2. Population and distribution of the
piece-goods firms in Hong Kona
Distribution Number of piece goods companies
Sheung Wan cluster
Jervois Street 22
Wing Kut Street 7
Wing On Street 40
Central District cluster
Li Yuen Street East 7
Li Yuen Street Test 4
Sham Shui Po cluster 2 82
Yau Ma Tei cluster 15
Isolated piece-goods firms 40*
TOTAL 395
*( It is difficult to find out the exact number of the
isolated piece-goods firms in Hong Kong. According
to the experienced piece-goods merchants, there are
about 40 piece-goods firms in both Hong Kong and
Kowloon.)
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Table 5. Number of piece-goods firm owners
or related people interviewed by
the writer( This table shows the
geographical distribution of samples.)
Types Numbers
A. Piece-goods firm owners
I. Sheung Wan cluster
Jervois Street 3
Wing Kut Street 1
Wing On Street 1
II. Central District cluster
Li Yuen Street East 2
Li Yuen Street West 1
III. Sham Shui Po cluster 20
IV. Yau Ma Tei cluster 2
V. Isolated piece-goods firm owners 4
2B. Brokers in isolated piece-goods firms
TOTA L 36
Table 4. Distribution of the piece-roods firma
according to the amount of capital
investment in the 36 cases





It is very difficult to estimate whether the size
of the company is large, medium or small. In the
piece-goods firms, the so-called" large"," medium" or
smallfirms are not compared with the other related
businesses, textile factories for instance, nor compared
with the other unrelated businesses in Hong Kong. In fact,
they are only compared within this trade. The standard I
mentioned was estimated by the experienced piece-goods
merchants.
In term of moneyvalue, the small firms invested
less than about $100,000. The medium firms invested
approximately between $100,000 and $5,000,000. The large
firms invested more than about $5, OOC, 000 value.)
Table 5. The correlation of the amount of capital
investment and the diversity in investment
in the 36 cases
Amount of capital investment Diversity in investment
Number NaYes
16large 13 3
medium. 16 2 14
small 04 4
TOTAL 15 2136
Refer to the footnote of Table 4 on P.16z. for the




Table 6. The types of diversity in
investment in the 36 cases
Types of diversity Number
Wholesaling and retailing 2
Piece-goods branches in







Notes One of the companies which also run one
wholesaling company, one retailing company
and one fashion boutique in different areas,
One of the companies which also run a
finance company and vehicles importing
company.)
Table 7. The proportion of the number of
companies with divers i t,- in in-
vestment to the total number of
36 cases







Table 8. The amount of capital investment and
its relationship with retailing and
wholesaling in the 36 cases
Retailing
Amount of capital investment Retailin Wholesaling
Wholesaling
Number
large 16 2 104
medium 16 2 0 14
small 24 0 2
TOTA L 636 264
(xeier to the footnote of Table 4 on P.16Z for the




Table 9. Number of family firms that have







( Since some of the piece-goods firm owners are
only middle aged people, their children are
too young. Therefore, they have not faced the
inheritance problem.)
Table 10. Number of family firms with
inheritance problems correlated
to the amount of capital invest-
ment in the 36 cases
Amount of capital investment Inheritance problem
Unknown NoNumber Yes
16large 4 5
2 11medium 16 3
121small 4
18 11T OTA L 36 7
(Refer to the footnote of Table 4 on P.16z for the





Tablell. Distribution of the 36 piece-goods firms










( Since some of the piece-goods firms like to import more
than one country's fabrics, the numbers in the table
show only the most imortant manufacturing countries.
Table 12. Number of piece-goods firms selling






E( It is very difficult to make a clear estimation of the
standards of fabrics. According to the experienced piece-
goods merchants, all fabrics have different grades at the
same quality. The standard are determined by the money value
which the companies buy from the manufacturing countries.
However, it is inaccurate. The standards of fabrics are
only estimated roughly by the piece-goods merchants.
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Table 13. Distribution of made-to-order and
ready-made fabrics which the piece-








Table 14. Types of fabrics according to their
uses which the iece- goods firms
owners sell in the 36 cases*
Fabrics Number of firms
Fabrics for suits 2
Fabrics for shirts 2
Modern fashion fabrics for women 14
Fabrics for trousers 13
Fabrics for toys 2
Fabrics for underwear 2
Fabrics for linings 1
TOTAL 36
*( In fact, the piece-goods companies like to sell more than
one type of fabrics. The figure in the table only shows
the fabric being sold in these companies.
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Table 15. Distribution of the 36 cases interviewed
according to the quality of the fabrics
they are selling




Appendix 3. List of fabrics traded by the piece-
goods firm in Hong Kong and Kowloon
in 1979-80
Appendix 3. List of fabrics traded by the piece-goods firm in
Hong Kong and kowloon in 1979-80
There are many types of fabrics according to the
different ways of classification. Following are the tyres of
fabrics:-
i Manufacturing places
If we use the manufacturing place as a standard,
there are six types of fabrics. They are the fabrics made in
European countries, Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, China and Hong
Kong.
ii) Classes of fabrics
There are three classes of fabrics in general.
Thatis, (1) the highclassfabrics. Theyare mainlymadei Europeancountries.(2) the mediumrate fabrics mainlymade
in Japan. (3) the low class. fabrics that are made in South
Korea, Taiwan, China and Hong Kong.
iii) Made-to-order or ready-made fabrics
k:ven in the same class of fabrics, there are two
different types, that is, the made-to-order fabrics and the
ready-made fabrics. The made-to-order fabrics are spun and dyed
according to the requirements of customers. The ready-made fabrics




iv) The types of fabrics according to their uses
If we take the ways fabrics are used to classify.
there are seven types of them.
(1) Fabrics for suits
(2) Fabrics for shirts
(3) Modern fashion fabrics for women
(4) Fabrics for trousers
(5) Fabrics for toys
(6) FFabrics for underwear
(7) Fabrics for linings
v) Classification according to the quality of the materials









Appendix 4. Ethnic groups in the piece-goods business
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Appendix 4. Ethnic groups in the piece-goods business
As told by many piece-goods owners, there are two
main ethnic groups in the piece-goods business in Hong Kong.
They are Shun Tak County
people. (14) They have about two to three generat-
ions' experence in piece-goods business. Since Shun Tak County
was famous for producing silk, it was common for people from
there to work in this or related areas even they were in China.
When they moved down to Hong Kong, many of them used their capital
and experience to open the piece-goods firms again. One niece-goods
firm owner told the writer that he had more than ten years piece-
goods trading experience in Canton. When he came to Hong Kong,
he natually joined this trade again. For they said, Do not do
this trade if you do not know it well
it is easy to understand why Shun Tak County people liked to work
in the piece-goods business.
In Chung Shan County, men have long liked to work away
from home as merchants. Piece-goods selling was one kind of trade
they chose. It is worth pointing out that these two ethnic groups'
people were not too wealthy as compared with, say, Shanghainese,
and their business has been relatively smaller than Shanghainese
business. Since Shanghainese had trading experience with great
capital, they liked to open great textile factories. That means,
they liked to be piece-goods makers but not piece-goods dealers.
Their products have been directly supplying the garment factories
in Hong Kong.
（ 唔 熟 唔 做 ） Hence
（ 中 山 縣 ）
（ 順 德 縣 ） and Chung Shan County
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In the past few years, a number of the young people
with small capital but lots of brains have grouped together to
open a number of piece-goods firms. They belong to different
provinces and different counties. Many of them were the former
buyers, brokers or workers in the piece-goods business but a
few of them had not this experience. Since they had less capital
and wanted to take less risk, many of them chose retailing as
their starting point. Although retailers can get fewer profits
than wholesalers, their freedom of choosing the suitable amounts
and kinds of piece-goods is greater. They can buy even very small
amount of piece-goods from one wholesaler, and use the rest of
the money to buy from the other firms. Hence, their choices are
greater. Moreover, wholesalers need to buy ten times or more
piece-goods from the textile factories at one time. As a result
their use of money and their risk are relatively greater than
those of the retailers.
After the entrance of these young people, the population
of the piece-goods business as a whole is enlarged. If this trend
countinues, Shun Tak and Chung Shan people will no longer occupy
a large percentage in this trade. When we analyze why the above
mentioned people like to enter this trade, we can say that people
can do what they like if they have the required qualification.
When they think that they can get more profit from the other
businesses, they can put their investment there. These groups of
young people with no piece-goods business experience who have
nevertheless opened piece-goods shops is a good example. 90%
of these people started out in this trade as workers or buyers
very few began as bosses at once.(,,) Their decision to enter
this trade was the result of influence from the employers,
employees and their reference groups.
From the employees' point of view, one should not
aim at becoming the boss right at the start, As one Chinese
saying that was quoted by one of my informants says, To build
a high building you must start at ground level
This means that in order to build up a big company,， 巳 起
it is necessary to start from the fundamental stage. Even to be
a junior worker is not a hardship, for a worker can use his
apprenticeship to learn the necessary knowledge and build up
his relationships with clients. Then he will collect capital in
different ways to open a small firm. So, being an employee means
only going through the transitional period.
As the, data we collected show us, a number of the
piece-goods owners opened their companies using only two hands
but no money - to establish one's career with（ 勻 手 興 家
only two hands), but now they have made a great sucess. Some
have even brought up a number of their employees to be the owners
in this trade. Why did these employees not like to continue
receiving a stable income working for others, but preferred to
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stake and combat on their own? One owner who was the former worker
in one piece-goods firm told us, There may be no chances of
promotion being an employee. But when you are an owner of a company,
no matter how small it is, you still are the boss and in practice,
no matter how demanding being a boss is, he still has more freedom
than being an employee. One old Chinese saying is Rather than
being placed on the buttock of an ox, it is better to stay at the
This means that it( 寧 為 雞 口 ， 莫 為 牛 後 ） .fowl's beak.
is better be the leader in a small position than to be placed in
a high position but under a higher boss. Hence, they have the idea
of establishing something of oneself------ having one's own career.
The English expression Being one's own master is the same idea.
When we analyze a number of Shun Tak and Chung Shan
people who have joined this trade, we must add one more factor-to--
it----- the attraction of one's reference groups. As mentioned
above, Shun Tak and Chung Shan people like to be piece-goods
merchants. If the people of these counties wanted to work when
they first came to Hong Kong, they might be influenced by their
reference groups. The people they met most, or the people they
lived together with, were, of course, most likely to form one of
their reference groups. So the occupations of their own county's
people would naturally influence their decision making. To be a
piece-goods merchant or piece-goods worker is thus a natural
decision. If we take into account the above advantages, we can
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understand why so many Shun Tak and Chung Shan people like to
be piece-goods merchants or workers.
Appendix 5. Illustrations
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The piece-goods cluster in Jervois Street of Sheung
Wan. This is the oldest piece-goods cluster in Hong
Kong.
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The piece-goods cluster in Wing Kut Street of Sheung
Wan. Wing Kut Street is near Jervois Street and Wing
On Street. There are 7 piece-goods companies inside
the street.
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Wing On Street in Central District, a whole street
selling piece-goods. Its unofficial name is "Cotto:
Cloth Street". All the buildings in the street are
old buildings which have remained unchanged for
these few decades.
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The street scene of Li Yuen Street East, Central
District. This street is famous for cheap garments,
piece-goods and other related goods. Piece-goods
firms only occupy a few of the shops in the whole
street.
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Two street scenes of Li
Yuen Street West, Central
District. This street is
as famous as Li Yuen Street
East and it also sells the
same kinds of products.
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The street scene of the piece-goods cluster in Jordan
District. This is a nev piece-goods and fashion retail-
ing cluster with only 5 years history.
The street scene of the piece-goods cluster in Sham Shui Po.
This is the largest piece-goods wholesaling cluster with 282
piece-goods firms there.
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A piece-goods company selling fabrics for suits in Wing
On Street of Central District.
A piece-goods company selling fabrics for shirts in Wing
On Street of Central District.
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A piece-goods company in Wing On Street of Central
District selling fabrics for women.
A piece-goods company in Sham Shui Po piece-goods cluster.
The whole company is filled with piece-goods.
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Another piece-goods company in Sham Shui Po. It is also
filled with piece-goods.
Another piece-goods company in Sham Shui Po piece-goods
cluster. This picture shows only a few of the piece-
goods in the whole company.
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A scene of a big piece-goods company with only a few
of the fabrics in the company.
Another piece-goods company with only a few fabrics
shown in the company.
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A large piece-goods company
occuping three shop areas.
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Luen Fat Hong--- a large piece-goods company in Sham
Shui Po which has two stories for stocking goods.
Two street stalls selling piece-goods in Sham Shui Po.
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Two piece-goods companies selling denim in Sham Shui Po
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A piece-goods company selling undyed fabrics in Sham Shui Po.
Fook Loi Tea House--- the informal piece-goods bargaining
centre in Sham Shui Po piece-goods cluster.
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Two piece goods companies in Sham Shui Po
mainly buying and selling stock fabrics
from the people of the same trade.
天 生 不 行
有 限 公 司
天 龍 財 務
有 限 公 司
A piece-goods limited company which is
also running a finance limited company
with another name. This picture shows
the companies' names on the letter box.
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No u e s:
(1) KRALt_F, Samir SL'IAYRI Eh, ilie (1966)
Family Firms rind Industrial Development: The Lebanese
Case in Economic Development and Cultural Change, Vol. 15,
no. 1, r. 59
(2), Diu-dai (1971)
anaf erial Attit des Tow:-,-r', ir1c,ees:: Traditionlisti c
or Modern? Hong. Kong: Social Re e^rch Centre, T e Chine2e
nivc rsitJr of Hong ti_on-- p• 7
(3) Census and atatis tics Deportment (1Q-1)
1°71 Census o T1a.r_ur cturin Est. 1i.snraents, Hong Kong:
Government printer, P.17
() Lr^:::I r Frank (1977)
Street Studies in HonE Kong, Hong Kong: Oxford University
Tres:, p.54
(j The source of this information is provided by Dr. rarbar- E.
7V4'ND's personal communication. The examples cuoted are all
examples of commercial clustering. Industrial clusters, or
concentrations are also very common e.'. Steel in Sheffield
(England), moter-cars in Detroit (U. watct:es in
itzerla.rid. HHow:zever, because it is probable that the
explanations for industrial and commercial clustering -ire
somewhat different, this thesis deals only with the former.
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(6) Ibid. (4), P.53
(7) Ibid. (41), P.57
(3) The writer Would ruggest that there May well be inportent
differrences among different trades. But as he is dealing
with only one single trade (i.e. piece-goods) this need
not concern him at a11.
(9) The cities of Victoria and Kowloon are built alcn tre narrol
coastal strips which surround a beautiful natural hr bour.
On the one side, the site is flanked by the steer hills
of tiong Kong Island and on the other side by the hills of
the Kowloon peninsula. The steep slopes have disvouraged
urban sprawl hence the shortage of flat land in urban
area for develo Tent is a real problei for investors.
(See -Figure 5 on p. 32 we know t t the flat land in
the waterfront of Sheung Wan was an early reclamna tion.
(10) The information was given by two piece-Foods merchants who
also run land investment comp nies. `So it is not surprising
that they knew the current build ink rerulation correctly.
(1 1) Telephone calls within the territory of 1'ong Kong are not
changed for separately.
12) The definition of the family firm is mainly derived from
Robert G. DOi.I:EJLLEY's article "The Family Business in
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(14) Within the overall ethnic category known in English as
"Chinese", a large number of relatively distinct sub-groups
based on such criteria as language (cr dialect) spoken,
place of on in etc. are recor nized. Eoth the groups (Shun
Tak and Chun Shan) mentioned in text sneak Cantonese; they
derive originally from d if= e,.rent ne i `hbourhoods (actually
here known by their administrative boundaries as counties
in the southern part of kwangtung Province. chung( 县
shan is a coastal area, immediately adjacent to the portugu-
ese enclave of Macao.
(15) The information was obtained through a number of in-depth
interviews. As it wes crozschecked in the other interviews,
I consider the reliability is not too low.
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